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Alexander Contests Busta Rhymes Headlines Diverse
SGA Election Results Spring Weekend Music Line-Up
Gene and I didn't get any support
with the actual election, the way
it was operated on election day."
In what is perhaps the closest
Alexander makes it clear that
election in Trinity history, this
he is not challenging Hsu, but
year's Student Government
rather the SGA's election system.
Association (SGA) Presidential
"I'm not challenging Gene.
ballot was decided by only one I'm challenging the interpretation
vote. The final tally after the polls
of the results of the election, and
closed on Tuesday was 197 votes
I'm challenging SGA."
for Gene Hsu '04 and 196 for
Although Hsu believes the
Dave Alexander '03, giving Hsu a
results of the election are fair, he
narrow win.
acknowledges Dave's challenge.
However, the drama sur"I think both of us want
rounding this year's election truly
what's best for the campus," says
began only after the votes had
Hsu. "The challenge I know isn't
been tallied. Alexander has
against me, so I in no way take it
lodged a formal challenge to the personally."
election results, citing problems
He adds: "I don't know
with the use of write-in ballots.
what's going to happen. As far as
I'm concerned, it's still 197 to
The election results have
196, so that's that."
been declared as "an uncertified
win for Gene Hsu" by SGA,
Alexander's case for overmeaning that Hsu will take the
turning the election results cenposition of SGA president unless
ters around the system of write-in
Alexander can successfully show
ballots used in the election.
that the results should be overStudents voting in the election
turned.
last Tuesday could cast votes in
two ways: through voting booths
"I feel that the election results
in which each of the official canwere
illegitimate,"
says
didates were listed, or through
Alexander, "There was poor plan:-»w4te"ift.;yate&,in.which a student
election day. I feel I put a lot of could physically write in the
see SGA on page 6
ellort into iny campaign, but

ANDREW SCHURR

NEWS WRITER

ABIGAIL THOMAS
EDITOR-IN CHIEF
Spring Weekend is just
around the bend, and the Trinity
College Activities
Council
(TCAC) took full advantage of
last Friday's Exotica Erotica
party to announce the bands who
will be playing.
Rumors have been swirling
for weeks, and many people were
proven correct when Busta
Rhymes was announced as the
headliner. The rest of the concert
bodes to be excellent entertainment as well, with Toots and the
Maytals and Strangefotk both
playing on Sunday as well.
Many of the rumors were
well founded. The number one
choice after the campus wide vote
was Outkast, but at $75,000 they
were outside of the projected
budget.
"After the campus wide vote,
Busta Rhymes was the number
five pick," noted TCAC member
Ben Swig '04. "We went right
down the line, until we found the
available .and
Trin students who spread

Busta Rhymes will headline this year's
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Spring Weekend concert series.
rumors of Ludacris visiting will
be pleased to know that they were
the number four choice.
While Sunday might be the
main event, no_ one will want to
miss the traditional Friday night
concert, where Jassodoway (featilting the Supernatural Soul
Squad) is opening on the Cave

Patio. According to Swig, this
Trinity band was "picked out of a
hat." This was a random selection from all available Trinity
bands. Also gracing the stage is
Drop Kick Murphy's, an
IrisWAmencaryjunk band whose
popularity is growing.
see WEEKEND on page 5

Cohen Addresses LGBT Issues Third Time's a Charm
of Black Community Nationwide for Early Registration
year at Black Gay Pride events
across the country.
As a graduate of Miami
University, Ohio, Cohen went on
Thursday, April 11, Cathy J.
teach Political Science, with an
Cohen, renowned author and professor of Political Science at the emphasis on African American
studies, at Yale University. After
University of Chicago, came to
teaching at Yale for several years,
Trinity to speak of .a recent study
Cohen has just accepted her most
that examined the minority gay
recent position as a professor of
community. The lecture, entitled
political science at the University
"Not Only Black, Not Only
of Chicago. In addition to passQueer: Our First Systematic
ing on her knowledge in the classExamination of Black Gay Public
room, Cohen has also written sevOpinion," focused on the results
eral books pertaining to the Black
of a survey that was taken last

EDNA GUERRASIO

NEWS EDITOR
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Renowned author Cathy Cohen visits

Trinity to speak on LGBT issues.
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Gay community. Her most recent
book, "Boundaries of Blackness"
not only won numerous awards,
but placed Cohen among the top
100 African American authors of
the past century.
Last fall, Cohen and three of
her colleagues created a 35 question survey that was divided into
three sections: basic information,
political behavior and discrimination. Since this was the first survey ever created to specifically
target minority gays, the authors
tried to be as thorough as possible
in the least obtrusive way. The
organizers of the survey used targeted sampling as the means by
which they obtained participants.
According to demographics and
regional diversity, the group
chose several cities across the
country in which to administer
the survey at Black Gay Pride
events.
The results of the survey
showed that population polled
was 58% male, 46% female and
2% transgender. Of these numbers, 48% were single, 27% were
in a committed relationship, 6%
were married to someone of the
same sex and 2% were married to
someone of the opposite sex. The
average income of the group was
between $30,000 and $40,000
and average age was 34, however
the ages ranged from 14 to 81
years old.
see COHEN on page 7

server that ran TCOnline crashed
multiple times, and each time it
was repaired it suffered the same
In November of last semester, fate at the hands of hundreds of
panicked students.
the Tripod ran a news piece about
In response, network adminthe calamity of advanced online
registration. This semester, how- istrators and the Registrar's office
ever, most students registered for appeared to find the perfect solution to the overload problem. In
classes early through TCOnline
order to minimize network traffic
without a hitch. The solution, it
turns out, was simple arid easy to at one given time, students were
originally given designated times
execute.
The majority of the com- to register based on their last
name. Instead of splitting the
plaints from last semester came
alphabet into only the original
from students who'were not even
two parts, however, the solution
able to log onto TCOnline due to
came when the alphabet and coroverloads of network traffic as
responding time slots were split
hundreds of students were
into five sections. This plan
attempting to register all at once,
worked to solve the crisis last
This problem especially plagued
semester, and it proved last week
the freshmen rushing to snag
those last available seats in the to prevent crisis and allow
advanced online registration to go
classes they wanted. During
over smoothly.
these last two days of last semessee REGISTRATION on page 5
ter's advanced registration, the
EAMONN BROWN
NEWS EDITOR
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To Smoke or Not to Smoke
Smoking on campus... is it a health concern? Absolutely. There is overwhelming research about the effects of smoking, and even second hand smoking, on
people, specifically young adults. Is banning smoking in residence halls the answer
to any potential problems, though? This question is even more pertinent since the
'decision was made primarily - from the student perspective - on the strength of a 5545 vote. Only 100 of Trinity's 2000 registered students were able to give input on an
issue that affects everyone's quality of life.
'There are many facets to the issue of smoke-free dorms. Dr. Herzberger cites
are just as many students living next door to a pack-u-day smoker who never know
their neighbor lights up at all. Is it fair to inconvenience smokers for the non-smokers? Or is it fair to continue to inconvenience non-smokers for the sake of those who
choose to smoke? Currently there are options for those who desire to live in smokefree residence halls, but these dormitories are seldom full of students who truly wish
to live with non-smokers.
Another group of people to consider in this situation is the Residential
Assistants, who would, presumably, be the ones policing the residence halls. How
much of their time should be dedicated to sniffing for the smell of cigarettes? Do
they knock on a resident's door because they suspect them to be a habitual smoker
who just might be in his room that afternoon? Or do they simply respond to complaints?
No one will deny that smoking can be a serious issue: An all-out ban of the
activities seems a bit extreme, especially considering that many students - smokers and non - did not have an opportunity to give the feedback they would be interested
in giving. Rather than swooping down and changing a policy without thoroughly
consulting students, maybe we should consider gradual changes. For example, banning smoking in first-year residence halls might be a significant deterrent to nonsmokers who pick up the habit due to peer pressure in their first few months at college.
•
This decision was made rather abruptly. It should be reconsidered in the
light of further student feedback, many conversations with RA's about the feasibility
of enforcing s,uch a policy, and other options that might prove more effective. In the
meantime, the Health center should continue to provide programming and support for
those students trying to break their smoking habit.
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Security Problems
at Camp Trin Trin
ELIZA SAYWARD
OPINIONS EDITOR
Having lived most of my life
in a small, closely-knit town,
moving to Hartford was a big, if
not refreshing, change for me.
While I agree that Hartford isn't
comparable to New York with
respect to excitement, I still find
that it has much to offer as a college town.
One aspect of Trinity I am not
satisfied with, however, is the
lack of measures taken to make
the students feel secure. Some of
you loyal tripod readers may
remember the counterpoint stories earlier in the year concerning
whether or not the gates should be
reinstated.
Regardless of that issue
(which has already been written
about multiple times) 1 have some
additional suggestions and problems with the way safety has been
handled
With the onslaught of articles
regarding the anger of Elton and
Jones residents concerning the
new access decisions made for
them by residential life, I thought
I would share why 1 also have
feelings of anger and annoyance
with the new system. I do not live
in either of these dorms.
However, aside from the short
time I spend sleeping I spend as
much time there as in my own
dorm.
Thus, my friends have shared
their codes with me. While I realize that I am one of the reasons
residential life is trying to implern&nt, a more restricted, system, I
worse in terms of promoting the
safety and overall best interests
for us students.
As adults we should be able
to choose who we want to have
access to our rooms and dormsafter all, once we graduate from
Trinity we'll be able to give keys
to whomever we deem responsible and worthy of that level of
trust.
Taking that freedom and
responsibility away from us will
only serve in making students
take more creative measures to
ensure that their friends can visit
them - because, especially as
freshman - one's friends are often
not those who live within close
proximity. Already I have had
people lend me their ID cards,
and I am sure that others have
propped open doors in anticipation of guests. Both of these situations decrease the safety of students.
Sharing ID's increases the
odds of misplacing or losing them
potentially leaving a resident
without access to his or her dorm.
P . : !
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Propping open doors allows anyone to gain entry to a dorm.
Another potential problem that I
have noticed is that people are a
lot more willing to hold doors for
people or groups of people
because they feel bad or angry
with the new system.
In addition, the area surrounding Jones and Elton is pretty isolated and, when walking
home late at night, it is very reassuring to know that if I feel nervous I can duck into a dorm that I
have a code for and wither wait
for a few minutes or call campus
safety. This is actually one of the
reasons some of my friends share
their codes with me. If key pads
are eliminated from all dorms
next year I am sure that security
overall would either decrease or
remain unchanged.
Well then, what would
increase security? I propose that
the solution to heightening safety
on campus does not lie in restricting students from their friend's
dorms or reinstating the gates but
rather in creating a system of
guard-posts.
While I am not criticizing
Campus Safety, it is true that
there is no possible way for them
to be everywhere at once, as evidence by the fact that the three
times I have felt truly unsafe on
campus, I didn't even know
which way to run towards campus
safety. If there were only three or
four guard sheds where once
could be certain to find a campus
safety officer,, security guard or
even another student, I am certain
that it would help students feel
• much more secure walking across
campus at night.
An additional problem with
security on campus is the shuttle.
Don't get me wrong, I love and
use the shuttle - when it's there.
In my opinion a schedule of shuttle pick-up times should be posted
on-line and outside near the pickup areas, and should be followed
and enforced strictly.
There is no point to my getting to the shuttle pick-up area,
calling them and being told that a
shuttle will arrive in ten to fifteen
minutes. In that amount of time I
can just walk to my dorm and
probably feel a lot less vulnerable
than I would have, standing on
Summit Street or in. the Mather
parking lot.
" :" ' ' -\ '
The underlying theme to my
view on safety is, that we students
need choices and options. We
need to be able to choose who we
allow access to, our dorms. We
need to have the option of being
able to readily find a security
guard or- shuttle vehicle. Most
importantly we need to feel safe
in our new home.

T"A- 1L,

With the number of Trin Trin weekends dwindling away, Pillow Talk is sounding a call for
more juicy tidbits. So, do something stupid
this week(end) so PT can write about it.

Roo Bar Party

For those of you whose ID's
didn't make the cut, that
sucks. Pillow Talk loved it so
much we don't'remember it.

Broads vs.
Homegrown

PT observed an old-fashioned spanking on
Sunday as Homegrown
slapped some Broads.

Exotica/Erotica

PT, preferring to keep our
clothes on, couldn't make
it, and we're still trying to
locate someone who did.'
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Involvement in World Affairs Material World of
Teaches Us Lesson of Hope Trinity Community
JASON GALLANT
OPINIONS

WRITER

One of my lessons this week
was one of the most important I
will learn. It was a lesson in the
resilience of the human spirit.
While this statement may seem
cliche, I feel that talking about
human spirit and actually getting
to see it are about as different as

unable to be protected; many
were tortured, gang raped, and
brutalized in front of their own
children.
The activists who fled were
forced to coordinate activities
from makeshift bases hidden
deep within the Thai/Burmese
border for years. Within the borders of Burma, a whole new generation of children grew up under

Plaques honoring three Burmese Educators BENFLACCUS
seeing pictures of the ocean, and
actually standing on the coast. I
share with you this week my
amazing lesson during Free
Burma.
This past week, we saw a
movie entitled Burma Diaries, a
documentary assembled by a
California photographer over a
period of about 10 years. In her
film, she documents the aftermath
of a student movement to resist
the ultra-repressive military government that has been in place in
Burma for a number of years.
The movement took place in
1988, when a number of Burmese
citizens took to the streets, led by
college students, in protest of the
repressive and brutal nature of the
he result was violent crushing of the movement on the government's part, killing 8,000
civilians, and forcing many to
flee across the borders of Burma
into the Thailand jungles. As a
symbol of ill will and malice on
the government's part to this
resistance group, many of the
family members left behind of
these and other activists were

the repressive and brutal regime,
where even non-activist citizens
privately disagreed with the government, and yet dared not speak
a word in fear of arrest.
Yet in their desperation, there
was anything but hopelessness.
These people smiled, laughed,
danced, and lived as part of the
movement. To them, there was
no alternative. There was a fight
left in their eyes, in their words,

heart desires like a spaceman's
effortless movements in outer
space. Yet, when we manifest our
dream of perfection, it is not
unlike our astronaut stepping
back into gravity; our dreams are
not nearly as lucid or as permanent as in our imaginations.
Activism, however, is the
very business of making dreams
into reality. The job of the
activist is to move mountains and
make hope where there is none.
These students fighting from their
jungle huts, the protesters in
Washington D.C. at the Martin
Luther King speech, and even the
people who traveled to New York
from Trinity this year to protest
IMF/World Bank, all hold within
their hearts the machinery for
making dreams reality. The connection between these people
goes back and forward in time
nearly infinitely:
the entire
human society has been carried
on the back of the slow, but nevertheless forward, progression of
these dreamers.
As an example of this, a
friend and fellow member to the
Free Burma group just had the
opportunity to travel to the Thai
border of Burma. On his trip, he
visited the sites that we had read
about, and met the people that we
were in a sense advocating for.
As it turns out, the great connec-

The Double-Edged Sword of Materialism
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS

WRITER

In last week's Tripod Joe
Stramondo addressed the rather
rampant issue of materialism here
at Trinity. Essentially and rightly,
Stramondo was criticizing not
only those who believe that satis-

zoned on my shirt front. But in
reality there would be a problem,
and this is not because our campus (or the entire world, for that
matter) is guilty of materialism—
it is because I would be sending a
very clear signal to the world.
And I honestly wonder if
Stramondo intends to go to his

The clothes you wear reflect... the type
of person you want people to think of you
as.
faction comes largely from
expensive material goods but also
those who criticize those who
believe that satisfaction comes
largely from expensive material
goods. However, there are sever-

first job interview wearing a
bathrobe or a Playboy bunny outfit (because his employer shouldn't judge him on the style of his
clothes but the strength of his
resume). The clothes you wear

al facets of materialism that
Stramondo either ignored or overlooked that I would like to illuminate.
The first is that while I agree
a person's worth shouldn't be
judged entirely by their clothes,
the fact of the matter is that the
clothes one wears are important.
Stramondo wrote, "By judging a
person's emotional or moral
value based on a particular piece
of clothing they are wearing, the
judge attributes a tremendous
amount of value to that piece of
clothing." But a person's clothes
are one of the first things someone can use to gauge that person's
personality. And while this may
seem superficial, it is not.
Consider your own wardrobe:
is there an odd collection of styles
in your closet, or are all you

reflect the type of image you want
to project and the type of person
you want people to think of you
as.
In fact, there is an entire
branch of sociology—Goffman's
dramaturgical
analysis—that
underlines the high importance of
clothing in sociological interactions. According to Goffman,
everyday interactions boil down
into performances we as individuals put on for each other; when
interacting with people we
attempt to project a desired image
of ourselves to those people. A
large part of these performances
is costume (the clothes we wear)
just as costume in a theatrical performance plays a large role in
projecting the desired character
image to the audience.
Clothing, then, is impor-

Yet in their desperation, there was anything but hopelessness. These people
smiled, laughed, danced, and lived as part
of the movement
and in every ounce of their underfed, malaria ridden, frail and tiny
bodies: an incredible sense that
justice would be served. In their
minds was a dream not too far
away from becoming reality.
Dreaming, in my opinion, is
something that we all have a pretty good idea about. In our dream
world, we can have all that our

tion of activists had decided to
manifest itself right on his tour:
in one of the buildings on the
Thai Border rested a plaque, but
not just any plaque; this plaque
was awarded by Trinity College
to
honor
three
Burmese
Educators arrested by SLORC in
1999 for standing up for what
see ACTIVISM on page 4

But a person '$ clothes are one of the
first things someone can use to gauge that
person's personality.
clothes pretty consistent? Do you
wear pretty much the same style
all the time, or do you wear
khakis and a collared shirt one
day, and all-black leather the
next, and tight jeans and a wet tshirt the day after that, and then
Trinity warm-ups with a-fluffy
pink sweater?
The fact that most people's
wardrobes are pretty much the
same is not a coincidence.
Instead, the consistency of style
reflects the type of person that
individual either is or wants to be.
If clothes really didn't matter,
then there would be no problem
with me walking around with a
swastika or giant KKK emblav

Hmm...it says the good guys will be safer..."

tant—it is a clue as to what type
of image a person wants to emulate. And of course the image a
person wants to emulate is reflective of the type of person he or
she really is.
Nor are only those who wear
ironed khakis and tuck in their
pink bUtton-ups blameworthy of
projecting an image. I have often
heard people take pride in the fact
that they don't pay a lot for their
clothes, that they are "t-shirt and
jeans" type of people.
This, again, is an image, if it
is only an "I'm not pretentious"
image. Just because you don't
pay $50.00 for a shirt doesn't
see MATERIAL on page 4
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All For One, But None For All Material Culture,
Trinity Fines Groups of Students for Misbehavior of a Few
Especially At Trin
MARK P. SILVERMAN
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS

Imagine that you are walking
down Broad Street minding your
own business when the police
stop you and fine you $50.
Outraged, you go to municipal
court and protest that you have
done nothing to warrant a fine.
Doesn't matter, the magistrate
tells you. Joe's Grocery on Broad
Street has been robbed and since
the police have no idea who the
thief is, everyone who walks
along Broad Street is to be fined.
Preposterous? You bet. Does
something like that actually happen in Hartford? Indeed—routinely at Trinity College. .
Trinity's policy on group billing
is to charge every resident of a
dormitory for whatever vandalism, theft, and fire alarm abuse
occur in that dormitory, irrespective of whether he or she is
responsible.
That the policy is grossly
unfair must surely be obvious,
since to penalize people who have
committed no wrong is a practice
that would not be tolerated in any
other form on the Trinity campus.
That it is an irrational policy is
also demonstrably clear. Suppose
that all that was known of the perpetrator of a campus theft was
that he was a black student (or
Asian, or Hispanic—just a member of an identifiable group).
Would the College even think of
charging the cost of the stolen
property to all male black students on campus? Not in a million years.
Yet the present policy makes
even less sense, because in the
cases to which U applies tl
College knows NOTHING about*
[he perpetrator, not even the person's residence hall. Thus the
entire group being fined might
very well have nothing to do with
the incident (whereas in the hypothetical example, the thief, if the
premise is correct, would at least
have to pay something).
Under present circumstances,
students of one dorm have free
and legal access to a number of
other dorms, and nonstudents
from the neighborhoods have
easy, if illegal, access to all

dorms. What is the rationale,
then, of charging students in a
particular dorm for damages that
could have been caused by virtually any other students on campus
or by nonstudents? In fact, the
policy encourages vandals and
thieves to do their misdeeds in
somebody else's dorm, so that
they will not have to pay at all. I
raised the issue of group billing

Those who are fined are victims twice over: once by the vandals and thieves who destroy the
beauty and functionality of their
campus home, and again by the
Trinity administration who fines
them (the residents) for it. The
fining of students who have committed no wrongdoing amounts to
a form of extortion (since if the
students do not pay the fines, they

The fining of students who have committed no wrongdoing amounts to a form
of extortion

continued from page 3
mean you aren't guilty of sending
a message to people through your
clothes. I agree, though, that there
are times when it seems an overt
amount of focus is brought to
bear on clothing, and I also agree
that this is misguided. Clothes
are only a glimpse into a person's
soul, not the entire window. So
Stramondo is right in suggesting
we al! place a little less attention
on material possessions and a little more on the content of a person's character. However, there

performance of fast cars. The
second is possible, except for several problems. One of these is
that sports cars aren't really
meant for the stop-and-go traffic
of cities, but for the open highway. In fact, from what I understand, it is actually bad for your
sports car to consistently endure
city traffic. In addition, given
their small passenger and cargo
space, sports cars were never
intended to be used as the "main"
car, but as a complimentary car to
be enjoyed on weekends. As

...there are times when a person's matedo not get their diplomas) which
the College can get away with.
rialism is so blatant that even the Buddha
This is a morally bankrupt policy
by means of which the College
himself couldn't ignore it.
can recover its financial losses
from a hapless group of innocent
students without having to find
such, I find it difficult to believe a
are times when a person's materithe real perpetrators.
true car connoisseur would bring
alism is so blatant that even the
It is an open admission of the
a sports car to Trinity College.
Buddha himself couldn't ignore
failure of the College to take senit. A hypothetical example: if a
But obviously I don't really
sible and cost-effective steps to
person buys an expensive sports
know. In the end, Stramondo's
maintain security on campus or to car and consistently parks it in the main point is still correct: by
screen out applicants for admisMather lot (where, from what I
focusing on other people's possion with past histories of alcohol
understand, students aren't really
sessions we ourselves are guilty
abuse and disciplinary problems,
supposed to park) we have little
of the materialism we condemn.
(I would be very surprised if the
choice but to pay attention to it.
In my household we have a saypeople who kick in dorm walls,
ing: "What would Yoda do?"
Now
owning
a
sports
car
does
such as I have seen in Frohmannot necessarily mean that the per- And given his drab robe and
Robb, or smash windows, such as
son
is materialistic. There are
slimy mud hole of a home, I don't
I have seen in Jackson, or who
think Yoda would spend too much
trip fire alarms have not done two possibilities: 1) the owner is
using it as a status symbol, or 2)
time dwelling on other people's
similar things before while in
the
owner
just
enjoys
the
smooth
possessions.
high school.)
A short while ago, I attended
a dinner, organized by the Dean
of Faculty, to introduce the new
president and to promote discuscontinued from page 3
' could have had a hand in stopping
sion about the future of the
they believed in, while faced with
the spread of AIDS to thousands
9116 11
t0
extreme personal danger.
or even millions of.infants in
w
^
l
^
S
^
"
^
,
cfmmenis about the role of
Another example was just
Africa. The idea that these people
he admimstrat
Trinity in the world and the
this past week, during AIDS
didn't have to suffer and die startbelieves that squeezing students
necessity of making Trinity stuaction week. I spoke with someed as a dream, perhaps even in
provides useful information, then
dents more aware of injustice and
one in the office of Senator Dodd,
Africa, and has the possibility of
it would fine ALL the students on
oppression around the world.
and she finished the statement
becoming a reality. While dreams
campus, since the probability of
The new president and his staff
regarding
AIDS
verbatim:
are not reality, they can become
someone identifying a vandal or
have an opportunity to give
"you're calling to increase AIDS
reality. How miraculous.
thief would be much greater. But
Trinity students a good lesson in
funding to 2.5 billion, right?"
Does this mean that we have
the administration does not do
reason and justice by eliminating
This was the biggest victory of
to leave this job to the activists?
this. Why? Because fining all
my lifetime: I had a part in mak- No. This means that all of us can
students would probably lead to a a senseless policy that does not
deal with them reasonably and
ing a prominent U.S. Senator's
simply become activists by makgreater number of complaints by
office get the message. They
ing dreams come true. Join up
students and their parents or justly. But alas, it is so much
nobler and easier to talk about the
heard us loud and clear. If that
with a cause and make it happen.
guardians, which of course the
injustices of the world, than to
Senator supports a bill, or encourGrab hold of the Utopias that exist
administration would prefer to
rectify one here at home.
ages others to support a bill, we
in your mind, and yank them out.
avoid.

with the new president and
received a reply from Sharon
Herzberger who explained to me
that the rationale is to squeeze all
the students in a particular dorm
for cash in order to induce them
to inform on the actual perpetrator. This, of course, presumes
that the students know who the
perpetrator is, but the administration apparently believes the policy to be effective.
Sharon's letter to me was
more genteelly expressed, but the
curt statement above is, I believe,
an accurate and to-the-point distillation of her rationale for the
group billing policy. Personally, I
find such a rationale deeply troubling. Even if the policy were
effective (which is not certain),
there are limits that a society living under the rule of reasonable
laws respects in pursuit of information. Punishing a small group
of people whom the College has
not charged with any wrongdoing
exceeds those limits. Frankly, I

Activism at Trinity

Harsh Realities of Theft jades Trinity Students
if your calculator was suddenly
missing, you could go online the
OPINIONS WRITER
next day and locate it and, in
In my high school, as well as
effect, buy it back for about half
all others across the nation, we
of what you originally paid. So,
had fire drills once every other
coming from a town where your
month to make sure the students
belongings weren't safe during
could exit the building quickly
fire drills, 1 was pretty much
and to ensure that all the alarms
used to the idea of people
and lights were in proper order.
stealing.
After the tragic events at
When I decided
Columbine High School, we even
to come to Trinity,
had a few bomb threats by sick
my father gave me
students who wanted a laugh at
a few helpful
every once else's expense.
pieces of advice.
Whether we were out on the footHe told me to
ball field for 2 minutes or 2 hours,
never walk alone,
I he actions by the students were never
talk
to
always the same Instead of worstrangers, don't take
rying about our own safety and
drinks from people I don't
quickly fleeing the "burning"
know, and never leave anythin
building, every one of us opene'd
of value unattended. 1 rolled my
our backpacks and grabbed our
eyes, as daughters normally do in
expensive TI-83 calculators and
situations such as these, and diswhatever pricey items we hap- regarded the entire conversation
pened to be carrying with us. The with a quick smile and the ever
"leave everything behind" rule
popular response, "whatever,
just didn't apply.
Dad." I should have known that,
as 1 have been told my entire life,
this may seem silly to people
my father is always right.
reading this, but in my graduating
class we were lucky enough to
Up until a few days ago, I had
have a few "businessmen" who
kept track of virtually everything
came up with the ingenious idea
I arrived with, save a few t-shirts
of stealing people's calculators
and socks that mysteriously disand posting them on E-bay. It
appeared in the black hole that is
was pretty much guaranteed that
the Little laundry room.

REBEKAH FRANK

Unfortunately for me, everything changed when I had a small
brush with the wonderful inhabitants of Hartford, Connecticut.
During the half hour break from
my 3 hour long design class, me
_and a couple of friends
wandered over to
t he

Bistro to rest
our eyes from the"
tedious work of gluing"
pieces of wood together or"
hanging paper clips from a
piece of masking tape,
wanting to, return to the shack that
houses our classroom, we hung
out in the Bistro for a few minutes
longer.
When we finally returned to
our classroom,.I opened my backpack to get my discman and
CD's. To my utter dismay, they
were nowhere to be found. It

appeared as though someone had
forgotten to lock the door to the
class and a person, either a resident of Hartford or a student at
Trinity had come in off Vernon
Street and snatched my discman,
ail my CD's, a wallet, and
smashed an art project.
1 stared in disbelief for a few
minutes and then ran over to my
friend and asked her if I was
Jblind or if my belongings
^actually were gone.
Unfortunately,
jny
eyesight
k was as good
\as
ever.
A f t e r
jfst a n d i n g
[silently for
fa few minfutes, I, with
'another mem'ber of the class,
V
' 1 / w e n t over to
x
Campus
Safety
reported the incident. By the sound of
their voices there seemed to be
nothing they could do to help me.
I talked to my teacher and gained
permission to leave class early- to
call my parents and grieve the
loss of my belongings.
After an hour or so of sitting
in my room fuming, I decided the

only thing I could do to relax was
to run off all my aggressions at
the gym. I quickly changed into
my work-out clothes, grabbed a
water, and, forgetting the reason I
was going to the gym, looked
over at my desk for my discman.
It obviously wasn't there.
Reminded of the horrible events
of that afternoon, I stormed over
to the gym and jumped onto one
of the free treadmills. As I was
running, I thought about the days
when I would grab for my calculator before leaving for a fire drill
and wished, sadly enough, that I
trusted the people of Hartford (or
Trinity) as little as I did the kids
in my high school graduating
class.
And then the words dreaded
by all teen-agers popped into my
head: "If only I had listened to
my father."
1 guess the moral of this article is that as much as you think it
can never happen to you, it can.
Your belongings might not be
sold on E-bay, but nothing will
stop someone from taking what
isn't their4s.
So, until we come up with
another penal colony somewhere,
keep an eye on your belongings,
even if that means grabbing them
during a fire drill.
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On April 12, at 5:00 PM, Campus Safety received a
report of larceny when a student's wallet was stolen from
her hand-bag that she left in ajzoat closet during a reception
at the Smith House. The student reported that the wallet
contained $20 cash, several ID's, and credit cards, all of
which were cancelled immediately.

"THERE WAS A RIOT ON THE STREET."
On April 13, at 2:52 AM, a fire alarm in Hansen was set
off when a fire in a hallway trash can activated the smoke
detectors. A student noticed the fire while walking by and
dragged the trash can outside into the parking lot.
According to the Hartford Fire Department, who responded
to the alarm, the fire was started by a lit cigarette that was
thrown into the garbage.

"TELL ME, WHERE WERE YOU?"
On April 13, at 1:21 PM, a Chapel assistant reported to
Campus Safety that two music stands had been stolen from
the Chapel, The value of the stolen property is unknown at
this time.

"YOU WERE SITTIN' HOME..."
On April 14, at 12:48 AM, Campus Safety received a
noise complaint from Goodwin, where there was loud music
coming from rooms on the first and third floor. The
responding officer asked the students to turn their music
down, and (hey cooperated. One room where loud music
was coming from was empty, so the officer keyed in and
turned off the music.

On April 14, at 2:27 AM, Campus Safety and the
Hartford Fire Department responded to High Rise when
someone pulled a first floor alarm. No smoke or fire was
found and the residents were allowed back in minutes later.

"WHILE I WAS PARTICIPATING."
On April 14, at 4:39 AM, a Campus Safety officer on
patrol on Vernon Street was approached by a Breto's pizza
delivery-man. According the delivery-man, two students
had run off with a pizza without paying for it. While the
officer was trying to resolve the situation, a student appeared
and payed the delivery man, explaining that they were a
friend of the two pizza thieves and that they were not Trinity
students, but were only visiting..

"...IN SOME ANARCHY!"
On April 14, at 11:05 AM, a student in Ogilby called
campus safety to report receiving several prank phone calls.
Campus Safety traced the number that appeared on the student's caller ID to a student in Park Place. An incident
report was filed with the Dean of Students.

All information compiled from campus safely reports.
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From Rap to Reggae, Spring
Weekend Mas Music For All
continued from page 1
"We
picked
Dropkick
Murphy's because we were looking for some diversity. Since the
headline band is rap, we thought
we'd go rock for Friday night,
like we did last year with
Dipatch," explained Swig.
For those unfamiliar with the
bands, here is a little information
about each.
The Dropkick
Murphy's hail from Boston, MA,
where they got together in 1996.
Their popularity has surged as
they continue to churn out "one
loud, raucus, chaotic and often
out of tune mix" that they seem to
have as much fun making as their
fans do listening. They still get a
rush out of performing, stating on
their website "our main goal... is
to create an all for one, one for all
environment where everyone is
encouraged to participate, sing
along, and hopefully have a good
time." Most students seem to
agree that the Friday concert will
be a great way to open Spring
Weekend.
The two Sunday bands, not
counting Busta Rhymes, bring
with them very different styles.
Toots and the Maytals' web page
asserts that the group coined the
word "reggae," at least according

Strange Folk will balance the rap
and reggae with their rock act.
to Jamaicans. Toots Hibbert,
dubbed the "Godfather of Ska"
joined Raleigh Gordon and
Nathaniel Matthias to form the
Maytals. Strangefolk, which has
been together in various incarnations since 1991 describes their
music as "a seamless blend of
narrative lyrical content and
inventive melody... Rock, folk,
blues, and bluegrass influences."
'Toots and Strangefolk fit in
with our search for diversity. It's
a good mix," Swig commented.
There have been mixed reactions since the announcement of
the bands.
"With that kind of lineup,
I'm going to need more than a six
pack," mused Rachel Skolnick
'02.

WWW.STRANaeFOLK.COM

Others are more willing to
give the lineup a chance, even if
they are unfamiliar with the bands
scheduled to appear.
"It seems like there will be an
eclectic mix that will reach out to
many audiences,',' observed
Taylor Wolfe '02
Bands aren't the only feature
of Spring Weekend. The traditional Saturday Fun Fair will
commence at noon, continuing
for most of the afternoon.
Sponsored by C.O.L.T. and
TCAC, the activities are targeted •
towards are youths. Theyare
hosted by student volunteers from
various campus organizations and
include face painting, cookie decorating, and other fun-filled
activities.

Early Registration a Success
continued from page 1
Sylvia DeMore, Trinity's registrar, sand Michael Cook
Director of Administrative Data
Systems met prior to last week's
advanced registration to discuss
ways to prevent the snags of last
semester. According to both
Cook and DeMore, they decided
that the best solution would be to
split the alphabet into five groups.
According to Cook, both the
hardware and the software that
operate TCOnline and the
advanced registrations service are
the same as they were last semester. In other words, no significant
technical changes were made to
solve the problem, and it doesn't
appear that any of these changes
were necessary.
"This semester we used the
same hardware, and same configuration. The web server is just
better able to handle batches of
100 students instead of 250,"
explained Cook.
The only other change of note
was the addition of information

essential to students. Advanced
registration was made easier by
an additional online report that
showed which classes and sections were closed or full. In doing
so, students did not need to
attempt to register for a class
before they found out if it was full
or not, thereby reducing unnecessary web traffic.
"We provided more information to students and they were
more familiar with the system this
semester," -stated Cook in
explaining some of the reasons
why early registration went so
smooth this semester.
According to DeMore, by
11:00 last Wednesday, over 75%
of freshmen, juniors and seniors
had registered. DeMore also
explained that considering the
fact that certain students, such as
those on leave, register on paper,
this statistic reflects a very successful process.
"Except for a few students
who had trouble changing their
passwords, we had no real com-

plaints from sludents at all," staled DeMore.
: Cook confirmed this statement, saying, "Beyond a few
scattered standard problems, we
haven't heard many complaints."
Cook also added his own
data, stating, "As of noon [yesterday], 1445 sludents had enrolled
in 6459 classes using TCOnline
advanced registration."
Many, if not a large majority
of the Trinity students who used
the service this semester share the
same feeling of satisfaction and
success over this semester's
advanced registration process.
John
Kauffman
'05,
expressed his approval after his
advanced registration experience
was a success.'
"This semester's registration
went a lot smoother than last
semester. Last semester I couldn't even log on to TCOnline the
first three times I tried. This time
around, I got on the first time I
tried and was able to register for
all of my classes quickly."
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Justice Richard Goldstone - *The Heightened Need for
Criminal Justice7'
Richard J. Goldstone has been a Justice of the Constitutional Court of
South Africa since July 1994. He previously served as the Chief
Prosecutor for the United National International Criminal Tribunals
for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda from August 1994 until
October 1996. From 1991 to 1994 he was the Chairperson of the
Commission of Inquiry into Public Violence and Intimidation, which
came to be known as the Goldstone Commission. Since August 1999
Justice Goldstone has recently been appointed to the International
Bar Association Task Force on International Terrorism. Justice
Goldstone is the recipient of numerous awards internationally, including numerous honorary doctorates of law.

2002 Spring Lecture Series
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Contested SGA Election Questions the Voting Process
A Close Presidential Race and Confusing Write-in System Causes SGA to Re-examen Its Voting Policies
continued from page 1
name of the person they wished to
elect for each position.

The write-in system gives

Hsu received write-in votes, Hsu
received several more than
Alexander, giving him a slight
lead when the write-ins were

"I think both of us want what's best for
the campus. The challenge I know isn't
against me, so I in no way take it personally."
-GeneHsu'04
students the ability to vote for
candidates who are not officially
running for a position. After the
polls close, the results from each
voting machine are combined
with the votes tallied up from
each write-in ballot. The candidate with the highest number of
total votes is1 declared the winner.
The controversy over the
results stems-from the fact that for
several of the write-in votes, students wrote in Hsu or Alexander's
name. This presents the possibility that some students may have
voted twice: once in the voting
booth, and a second time on the
write-in ballot while writing in
candidates for other positions.
"In any election that I've
• seen," says Alexander, "You can't
use a write-in ballot to vote for
somebody that's on the voting
machine. The purpose of the
write-in ballot is to vote for a
third-party candidate. The writein ballots [for the two candidates]
should be thrown out."
While both Alexander and

<!EEW-?£ri;ti

combined with the voting booth
results. However, if the write-in
votes for both candidates are discounted, Alexander has a slight
lead on Hsu.
The final decision on the
election results will most likely
be made sometime this week by
the SGA election committee and
current SGA president Tim
Herbst, with input from SGA
advisor Darrell Claiborne. There
are currently no guidelines concerning contested elections, making the outcome of Alexander's
challenge uncertain.
The committee could decide
to certify the election results, giving Hsu the win. On the other
hand, if they rule that the write-in
votes should not be counted,
Dave could walk away with a victory.
What is more likely is that
some sort of compromise will be
reached. A second election could
possibly be held, or the matter
could be resolved by a vote within the SGA, in much the same

way that a close US Presidential
election may be resolved by a
vote
in
the
House of
Representatives.
Alexander says he plans to
vigorously contest the election
results, but he will ultimately live
with whatever decision is
reached.
"I'm going to fight until the
end for what I believe in," says
Alexander, "But tomorrow is
tomorrow. If it doesn't work out,
life goes on."
This year's SGA election provides an interesting parallel to the
most recent United States
Presidential election, which
placed George W. Bush into the
country's top office by an
extremely slim margin over the
protests of Al Gore and his democratic supporters. As with the
SGA election, controversy over
the national election in 2000 was
centered around the methods used
to count votes, and was sparked
by an unusually close margin of
victory.
Voter turnout for the SGA
election this year was at about
twenty percent of the campus,
down from around forty percent
in last year's election. Voter apathy seemed to be greater than
usual, except among supporters
of Alexander and Hsu's respective camps. Some students were
entirely oblivious to the event.
"There was an election on
Tuesday?" said one freshman girl
the day after the election. "For
what?"

Unfortunately for those who
stayed home, the extremely narrow margin means that a single
voter could literally have changed
the course of the Presidential
election.
While many of the SGA positions were hotly contested, others
suffered from a lack of candidates
and electoral support. Many candidates ran unopposed, and others
were elected entirely through
write-in votes.
While the fate of the
Presidential race is waiting to be
determined, the rest of the election results have also been
delayed. Traditionally, the official results of each election are
announced to the student body by
e-mail soon after the final tally

student crossing paths with an
SGA representative outside of
Mather. "I'd kind of like to
know."
The delayed results and complex nature of the contested
Presidential vote have left many
students confused. Speculation
about the results and what will
happen next has been rampant
among the student body. The
sharp division between supporters of the two Presidential candidates and the extremely close
margin of victory have sparked
more than a few arguments.
Neither candidate would be able
to count on a large amount of
overall support from the student
body.
"It was a really low turnout,"

"I'm going to fight until the end for
what I believe in, but tomorrow is tomorrow. If it doesn 't work out, life goes on."
•• Dave Alexander '03
has been made. This year, however, the contested Presidential election has also delayed the official
announcement of the rest of the
election results. While those with
established contacts in SGA have
often been able to track down
their results, many underclassmen
running for Senator or class positions in the SGA are still don't
know whether they've won or
not.
"Did I win?" asked one such

said Hsu. " But I think" of it like
this: I've got a hundred and ninety seven people who like me, who
think I'm going to do a really
good job."
On the positive side, true to
form, both candidates have managed this controversy without
negative campaigning. Whatever
happens, when this debate is
finally resolved, the even greater
issue of Trinity's future must be
examined.
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Administration Decides to Institute NoSmoking
Policy in Residence Halls Beginning Fall of 2002
EDNA GUERRASIO
NEWS EDITOR
Last
week
Sharon
Herzberger, Vice President of
Student Services, sent out a letter
to all Trinity students informing
them of the new smoking policy
that will go into effect in the fall
of 2002. As it is, the smoking
policy that Trinity currently runs
under, allows students to smoke
in the privacy of their dorm
rooms and in public areas.
However, as of next fall students
will no longer be permitted to
smoke in any of the residence
halls.
The idea of smoke-free residence halls was first brought to
the table several years ago when
SGA started receiving complaints
from non-smokers about the
smoke that would filter down into
their rooms from the floors
above.
For awhile SGA and the
Office of Residential Life investigated this matter, but found no
feasible solution that would satisfy all students. Last Fall SGA
sponsored a referendum in which
students had the option of voicing
their opinion for smoke-free
dorms. The result ended in a 5545 vote in favor of smoke-free
dorms.
Finally this year, the requests
for smoke-free halls have become
so overwhelming that the school
has decided to take campus-wide
action and ban smoking in alljes-

Students begin to voice their opinions
about smoke-free dorms next fall.
idence halls.
In an interview with Tripod
Herzberger revealed that "the
number one reason for smokefree dormitories is student health
and safety." In the letter sent to
all Trinity students Herzberger
expands on this by saying, "Our
primary purpose in setting policy
for the residence halls is to create
an atmosphere that supports the
health and safety of students and
promotes high achievement.
Continuing to allow smoking in
the residence halls is patently
inconsistent with these priorities."
Along the lines of healthcare,
the American Cancer Society
reports that freshmen who enter
college as non-smokers and live

ABIGAIL THOMAS

in residence halls where smoking
is permitted, are 40 percent more
likely to become regular smokers
than those who live in dormitories
where smoking is not permitted.
Concerning the issue of safety, administrators believe that
smoking in dorm rooms increases
the risk of starting fires.
"Students who do not exercise
appropriate cigarette use and
throw their lit cigarettes in trash
cans cause fires within the
dorms."
Cigarette smoking within residence halls also increases the
chance of triggering false fire
alarms. Many students who have
been evacuated from their rooms
for such a cause find smoking to
be a disturbance and annoyance.

CHARTWELLS
M INTRODUCES
FAIR TRADE COFFEE!

Concerning the smoking
scene at Trinity, Herzberger says,
"There are two different groups
of smokers. Most students who
smoke are occasional smokers
who smoke only at parties and are
not addicted yet. However, there
is a small group of students who
have an addiction and they will
need to alter their behavior in
order to accommodate the whole
student body."
In order to make the transition from smoking indoors to outside go smoothly, Buildings and
Grounds will be placing trash
cans outside each residence hall
entrance. In addition, for students
who want to kick the habit and
become smoke free, the health
center will be offering smoking
cessation programs arid workshops.
Although the idea of smokefree dormitories sounds Jike an
original Trinity idea, it is actually

bill that will ban smoking in residence halls in all public colleges
and universities.
A freshmen student who
wishes to remain anonymous
believes "that the new smoking
policy is just another excuse for
the administration to invade student privacy. I believe that as
long as smokers are not bothering
other students that they should be
allowed to smoke in the privacy
of their own rooms."
A current sophomore RA who
will be continuing as an RA next
semester told Tripod, "It is hard
enough right now trying to police
marijuana smoking, I really don't
know how we're going to be able
to police cigarette smoking. I
think it's great to have smoke free
dorms, we are way behind the
times on that issue, but I just
don't know how it is going to be
enforced."
As a concluding statement in

"The new smoking policy is just another
excuse for the administration to invade
student privacy."
-Anonymous '05
a step that most colleges are
beginning to take. In the fall of
2002, Quinipiac University will
go smoke free and by the fall of
2003,
the
University
of
Connecticut will also adopt
smoke free residence halls. In
addition, the Connecticut State
legislature is currently passing a

the interview with Tripod,
Herzberger stated, "It has been a
growing issue that we have discussed seriously for the.:last'several years. It is a dilemma
between people being able to act
in the privacy of their own room
and students doing what's best for
ihe whole community."

Cohen Visits LGBT Issues

What is Fair Trade Coffee?
Purchasing Fair Trade Coffee assists in improving the lives of
coffee farmers by guaranteeing a minimum price for their harvest.
Under Fair Trade Certification, farmers increase their income by
being organized into cooperatives, which link them directly to
coffee importers. Purchasing Fair Trade coffee supports small
farmers and raises their living standards while helping to protect
the environment through shade grown ororganic techniques.

Promote Earth Day!
April 22,2002!
Mather Dining Hall,
10:00 am to 11:00 am.
The first 25 people
receive a special gift!
Nurture Our World, a Chartwells program, grows our of our
sincere interest in acting as a conscientious and concerned
organization. Through Nurture Our World, we intend to make
significant, positive contributions to the lives of our associates,
customers and the communities we serve.
•fpChartwel|s

Cathy Cohen visits Trinity to discuss recent
survey of Gay Black community.
continued from page 1
When asked about the problems of discrimination both in the black gay community and surrounding it, researchers found
that 48% of those polled felt that racism
towards them was a problem, especially in
the white LGBT community. The groups
also expressed that homophobia was an
issue within the black LGBT community.
However, the results also showed that the
belief that African Americans are more
homophobic that whites is false, with over
72% of blacks supporting gay laws and
only 63% of whites.
The survey also touched upon the
aspects of family life, personal identification and religion. When participants were
asked about the reaction of their families
towards their sexual orientation, the
responses showed that 54% received a positive reaction, 24% received a negative
reaction and 26% experienced both a negative and positive reaction from family
members. When asked about the issue of
religion, over 54% of the respondents said

EDNA GUeRRASIO

that their church views homosexuality as
wrong and sinful, however an overwhelming 97% of participants claimed to have a
religious affiliation. The last question on
the survey asked participants to choose
which label identifies their sexual orientation most accurately. Of those that
answered, 46% chose gay, 24% identified
with lesbian, 21% marked bisexual, 8%
chose same-gender-loving, 1% picked
transgender and 13% wrote in choices such
as "I like what I like," questioning and
fagot. Of all those that were listed, Queer
was the least picked. The participants felt
that the label queer identified with white
college studentswho have a greater access
to resources. "It holds a radical promise
that has not yet found the black LGBT people."
In concluding her overview of the survey's results, Cohen said, "We know very
little about the black LGBT community
because there has been very little research
done. Hopefully this will serve as a foundation that will enrich future surveys."

THE IGC (INTER GREEK COUNCIL) IS HEREI
OUR MISSION:
THE IGC HAS BEEN CREATED TO PROMOTE GOOD CITIZENSHIP AMONG THE MEMBERS OF GREEK
ORGANIZATIONS AT TRINITY COLLEGE. THE COUNCIL IS DEDICATED TO FACILITATING GREEK ORGANIZATIONS IN A
WAY THAT GREEK MEMBERS WILL BE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE THE INTEGRITY OF THEIR INDIVIDUAL HOUSES AND
THE GREEK SYSTEM. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL, THE IGC WILL BE ASSISTING THE GREEK MEMBERS IN MAINTAIN-

ING A CONSTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CAMPUS, THE COMMUNITY, AND THE ADMINISTRATION.
THE IGC is ALSO COMMITTED TO PROVIDING A SAFE AND ENJOYABLE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT FOR THE STUDENTS WHO ATTEND TRINITY. THE IGC WILL BE WORKING WITH TCAC TO HOST A SERIES OF BRUNCHES, LECTURES,
AND PARTIES THAT ALL STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO ATTEND. BECAUSE A STUDENT'S SOCIAL LIFE IS A SIGNIFICANT
PART OF HIS OR HER COLLEGE EXPERIENCE, THE I G C WILL DEVOTE MUCH OF ITS TIME TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH
MANY EVENTS THAT ALLOW STUDENTS TO BE ABLE TO INTERACT WITH OTHER STUDENTS FROM DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS.

OUR PLAN OF ACTION: (ALREADY IN PLACE)
THE IGC is COMPRISED OF 27 MEMBERS REPRESENTING SEVEN OF TRINITY'S GREEK ORGANIZATIONS. THE
I G C IS BROKEN DOWN INTO AN EXECUTIVE BOARD, A JUDICIAL BOARD, AND FIVE SUBCOMMITTEES THAT RESPECTIVELY SPECIALIZE IN THE FACETS OF GREEK LIFE THAT HAVE BEEN QUESTIONED BY THOSE WHO DO NOT TAKE A
DIRECT PART IN THE GREEK COMMUNITY.
"
THE FACULTY INVOLVEMENT / ALUMNI RELATIONS COMMITTEE HAS BEEN CREATED TO MONITOR AND
ASSIST EACH ORGANIZATION IN DEVELOPING FACULTY CORRESPONDENCE, AND ALSO TO CREATE A BENEFICIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FACULTY AND GREEK ORGANIZATIONS. THE COMMITTEE WILL ALSO HAVE THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF MONITORING AND ASSISTING EACH ORGANIZATION IN UPDATING ALUMNI WITH THE HAPPENINGS OF GREEK LIFE AT TRINITY.
THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY / RUSH AND RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE HAS BEEN CREATED TO DEMONSTRATE
THAT THE GREEK COMMUNITY IS SUPPORTIVE OF POLICIES DESIGNED TO PROTECT THE WELFARE OF THE TRINITY
COMMUNITY. THE COMMITTEE WILL DEVELOP PROGRAMS TO EDUCATE MEMBERS IN ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT, AND
MONITOR THE CREATION OF STANDARDS THAT DEMONSTRATE HOW A SOCIAL EVENT SHOULD BE MANAGED. THE
RUSH AND RECRUITMENT ASPECT OF THE COMMITTEE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING THE EFFECTIVENESS
O F R U S H ANLD ^QBMlTtAENT A C T I V I T I E S , I N P A R J J G U M V E . j p . E V A L U A T E T H E BID, S Y S T E M A N D P R O P O S E A N Y N E C E S S A R Y CHANGES THAT MAY BE SEEN FIT. THIS COMMITTEE WILL WORK CLOSELY WITH THE EQUALITY, DIVERSITY,
AND CLASS COMMITTEE.
THE EQUALITY, DIVERSITY, CLASS COMMITTEE HAS BEEN CREATED TO IDENTIFY DIVERSITY AS A PRIORITY FOR
INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONS AND DEVELOP STRATEGIES TO RECRUIT A DIVERSE POOL OF STUDENTS. THE COMMITTEE WILL ALSO DEVELOP PROGRAMS TO FACILITATE THE INTERACTION OF GENDERS, AND L G B T STUDENTS IN AN
EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE MANNER.
THE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE COMMITTEE HAS BEEN CREATED TO DEVELOP A CULTURE OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE WITHIN GREEK LIFE AT TRINITY COLLEGE. THIS COMMITTEE IS TO PLAN PROJECTS THAT WOULD ASSURE THE
MAINTENANCE OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE, AND TO CREATE GUIDELINES FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS WITHIN EACH
ORGANIZATION. A N EXAMPLE OF THIS WILL BE I G C TUTORING SESSIONS AVAILABLE AT MANY OF THE GREEK
HOUSES IN FALL'O2.
THE COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMITTEE HAS BEEN CREATED TO MONITOR AND ASSIST EACH HOUSE IN PROMOTING CITIZENSHIP AND COMMUNITY SERVICE. THIS COMMITTEE WILL ALSO PLAN PROJECTS THAT THE GREEK
SYSTEM WILL COLLECTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN TO HELP BETTER THE COMMUNITY.

WHAT TO EXPECT:
IE^EMMISJBM^^

FACULTY
Do You Have Questions?
We Have Answers!
TheICG
invites you
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to a luncheon and open forum
Tuesday, April 23, 2002
' 1-2 Noon-2:00 ..PM
Rittenberg Room
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STUDENTS
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After a summer away,
the ICG will be ready for you!
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Underclassmen,
Not sure about going Greek?
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l o o k out for an I C G party
in the fall to help you decide
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Upperclassmen
We didn't forget you!
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There will be I C G sponsored parties all year!
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National Writers' Workshop Makes Participants Ask
Themselves "What's the Story? Whaf s the Point?"
her.

grandmother,' and he said, 'well can you
talk dirty to me anyway?'
She said to him, 'well you're an SOB
It is Saturday morning at 9:45 AM.
and that's as dirty as I'm going to get.' It's
While most Trinity students are catching up
the real people and the real places," Greene
says, "that make the best stories."
on their sleep from Friday's Sigma Nu
The workshops continue for the rest of
FEATURE party, two Trinity
the day. Roy Peter Clark, a senior scholar at
students are sitting
OF
the Poyntcr Institute for Media studies,
on
folding
author or" Free to Write: A Journalist
THE WEEK chairs at The
Teaches Young Writers" and a former
Hartford
editor of the "Best Newspaper Writing"
Hilton Hotel on Trumbull Street, takseries, gives a workshop on "25 Writing
ing notes in spiral notebooks with
Tips in 30 minutes or less.
green press and click pens bearing the
He says at the beginning of his
words "National Writers' Workshop
workshop that he will pay anyone a dol2002"
lar who can come up with another writ"We are here together to celebrate
ing tip to add to his list. I am thankful
the crap we're writing," begins
that I listened in Professor Peltier's
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist,
class when he gave us the "vary your
Charlie LeDuff of The New York
sentence structure" tip. So 1 get a dollar.
Times. ''Ooops, let me rephrase that.
1 am still debating whether to give
We are here together to celebrate the
$0.50 of it to Professor Peltier. Maybe I
craft of writing. Now that sounds betwill give him $0.25.
ter, doesn't it?"
Other notable workshops include
LeDuff lights up a cigarette and
continues with his workshop. He has A sampling of the panelists at the National Writers' COURTESY OF m e HARTFORD COURAHT Tamara Jones of the Washington Post,
who gives this helpful tip when you are
just met Nick in the hallway. Nick is a Workshop at the Hilton Hotel this past weekend
procrastinating. "Windex your desk," she
high school student who works at
. •
says. 'This way, when you actually do sit
you to write 750 words on last night's
Chuck E Cheese and who hopes to become
answers. "I was talking to Nick in the halla writer someday. Nick, he says, would
way and he was telling me that he likes to Town Council meeting, you have to ask down to write your article, at least your
desk will be clean."
yourself, what's the story here? Don't start
make a good subject for his next story.
smoke a little pot before he goes into work.
out by writing 'On Friday April 12, at 6:00
James Kershner, former staff writer for
PM...'
You
have
to
let
us
know
why
that
is
The
Providence Journal, and who holds the
"The subject has to be willing to tell me something
important. Why is time important to the Culver Tilden Chair in Writing and
that I don't know," said Pulitzer Prize-winning journalstory?
Rhetoric at Cape Cod Community College,
begins his workshop, "Get Right to the
"Keep a journal," LeDuff says. "If you
ist, Charlie LeDuff of The New York Times.
Point" by saying, "1 am not so sure 1 like
are writing a longer term piece, keep a
being introduced as a 'high-caliber speakjournal of the story every day. Don't just
er.' When you are talking about guns, 'high
take notes on some scraps of paper or a
caliber' means 'big bore'"
notebook that you will just misplace the
next day. Everyday when you come home,
Kershner asks the question, "What's
Here he is, working at Chuck E. Cheese
A woman in the audience raises her
enter what happened that day in your jourthe story, what's the point?'' He begins by
where you arc supposed to be all happy and
hand. "What's your name? LeDuff asks
nal. ,Tl)isv,way .-you,; wilL,J}ayA-a better.and. posting the following sentence on an overmore organized account of how the story
head projector: "I have participated in and
progresses each day and it will help you
partook of personally the act of noting with
later when you sit down to write the thing."
my own eyes, spontaneous combustion and
conflagration created by highly flammable
The room is crowded. Nearly 800 writmaterials as well as copious precipitation
ers, journalists, editors and students from
ail over New England and beyond have given in great abundance over large surface
areas leaving these areas saturated with
also decided to sacrifice their Saturday
moisture."
morning for the craft of writing.
"Everyone take out a pen or pencil and
Forty speakers, including eight Pulitzer
a piece of paper," Kershner tells the group.
Prize winners, are scheduled to speak at
"You should all have free pens given to you
this year's two-day workshop sponsored by
courtesy of The Hartford Courant and The
The Hartford Courant, including poets,
Poynter Institute. You can even write on the
novelists, journalists, commentators, memLincoln Financial Group is a leading manager and provider of annuities,
back of that neat little folder they gave you.
oirist, essayists, and humorists and educalife insurance, retirement plans, mutual funds, institutional investment
Now I want everyone to look at this sentors. Arthur Golden, author of "Memoirs of
management, and financial planning and advisory services.
a Geisha," Jaquelyn Mitchard, whose tence and tell me what it means in seven
novel. "The Deep End of the Ocean" words."
became
a feature film starring Michelle
Notepads, legal pads and reporter noteLFG's Professional Development Program (PDP) will accelerate
Pfeifer, and Andy Borowitz, the brilliant
books
all appear and everyone bends over
participants' leadership development through meaningful assignments
humorist who writes for newspapers, maghis or her lap, scribbling furiously or
in Lincoln's diverse business centers of life insurance, annuities,
azines, websites and TV shows, including scratching his brow.-In the background,
"The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air," are all
distribution, asset management and financial advisors. Participants can
Kershner has a James Taylor song playing
among the panelists.
in the background.
expect challenging assignments, A-player managers, and exposure to
The crowd seems puzzled and
The next workshop is Bob Green's

DIANA POTTER

FEATURES EDITOR

"Crystal," she says.
"Yes, Crystal, what's your question?"
"How do you choose your subjects?
What makes a good subject? Why did you
choose Nick?"
"The subject has to be willing to tell
me something that 1 don't know," LeDuff

smile all the time, but Nick, he isn't happy.
Instead he's out there in the break room
smoking some more pot. Why? Now that's
a story."
LeDuff emphasizes the importance of
viewing journalism as writing a story not
an article. "You have to go into your topic
looking for the story. If your editor assigns

Lincoln

National Corporation

our most senior leadership,

INFO SESSION

INTERVIEWS

WEDNESDAY
April 17, 2002

THURSDAY-April 18
&
FRIDAY • April 19

6:30-8:30 pm
in the CSO
Teleconference Room

in the
Career Services
Office

DEADLINE to Apply is
MONDAY April 15, 2002 at NOON!
Log onto Trinity Recruiting at
http:/rtrincpH.erecruiting.com
Do a find for Lincoln National Corporation/LFG
and Post Your Resurne& Cover Letter NOW!!!

"We are here together to celebrate the crap we're
writing... Oops, let me rephrase that. We are here
together to celebrate the craft of writing. "
workshop, "Real People, Real Places."
Greene is a columnist for The Chicago
Tribune and has been a columnist for Life
and Esquire. He is also the author of 20
books, including non-fiction and novels.
In his workshop, he tells a story of an
article he wrote about Mrs. Hibble who got
accidental calls for phone sex because men
in their throes of passion were dialing 213
instead of 312 for an area code.
"Mrs Hibble would pick up her phone
and she would just hear this heavy breathing, huuuuh huh, and she would hang up
the phone. But then she got another call
and another with the same breathing, huuh,
huh, huh and so she said, 'excuse me, who
is this?'And the man replied, 'is this the
phone sex line? I'm looking for Horny
Holly.' And she said, 'I'm an 86 year old

Kershner turns up the music. Then, after
three more minutes he puts up a new overhead. On this one are the following seven
words: I've seen fire and I've seen
rain."Get right to the point," he says.
He hands out a list of tips for getting
right to the point, including "Use the 'bus
stop technique' - tell your story before the
bus pulls away," and "If you can't write
your idea on the back of my business card,
you don't have an idea."
The workshops continued on Sunday
from 9:30-4:30 with a short break for sandwiches at-Max's Bistro across the street. I
ordered the Botticelli Heaven sandwich
and a whoopee pie. Definitely a highlight
of the weekend. But of course, not as much
fun as listening to Charlie LeDuff or Andy
Borowitz.
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He Said/She Said: What Should We Look for in a New Chaplain
As The Search For Trinity's New Chaplain Continues, The Tripod Asks The Students What They Want

She Said

The Chaplain should also be someone
who is enthusiastic about liturgy. The services in the Chapel will only attract new
people if they are vibrant and interesting.
Therefore, the Chapiain must be an
effective preacher and good at making
services accessible to people who are unfamiliar with him or her.
He or she must also be available during the week to talk to people who have
questions about religion or are searching
for faith.
This requires tact and skill, just like
any counseling job, but also extensive
knowledge of doctrine, so the Chaplain can
respond to questions about issues of faith.
And he or she must also be willing to
The Chaplain must be an effective preacher and
like us, willing to sit around with students
at the picnic on the first Sunday of
good at making services accessible to people who are
September and listen to us talk about our
unfamiliar with him or her.
summer jobs, or to take'members of the
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship out
bowling, or to come to a play or concert
important with a growing ministry; otherthat stars a Chapel Singer.
with.
wise, it becomes stagnant.
I have known priests who could preach
There are students who are searching
The amount of participation in Chapel
very well and had great ideas, but who
for a meaningful religious community, but
don't know where to find it, and there are services has grown from last year to this,
were hopeless in terms of personal relaand it is important that the new Chaplain be
students who arc wondering whether any
tions, and I've known priests who were
able to continue this trend.
religion has anything at all to .say to them.
very sensitive to emotional needs but
Addressing [he needs of" all these students
But that is not to say that the Chaplain
couldn't lead a decent liturgy or preach a
requires compassion, sensitivity, tact, and a shouldn't also be able to listen to new ideas
decent sermon to save their life (none of
willingness to become involved in their
- this is crucial. College-age students are them will be reading this column, howevlives. A chaplain, ideally, is a religious
eager to try out their hand at leadership,
er).
leader, therapist, and teacher wrapped up in and the Chaplain should be able to stand
The key is getting a balance between
one.
back and let them participate as well.
the cerebral task of planning worship and
preaching the Word, and the emotional task
1 was thrilled when it was announced
DeLanerrole has been open to student's
that Dr. Christopher Row '91 had been
ideas in terms of new services, time of bringing students to experience encouncalled to be the Chaplain at Trinity, and dis- changes in services, and student participaters with God and responding to their probappointed when those plans changed,
tion, and he has been eager, to hear their
lems.
because 1 believe he would have fit it well.
feedback as to what is and is not working.
It is a rare person who can strike this
Having been a member of the student The new Chaplain also must be willing to balance, but this is what we need if campus
body not very long ago, he would be famillisten to what students have to say, and ministry at-Trinity is to grow into a vibrant
j j j f k {Wjjjhet ispiritpaittrnesd^ pf.
Vheiv idea
rrinity students are to be adequately met
denis and the particular dynamics of or ier authority
Trinity's campus, and I believe that would
have been a great benefit.
However, the flip side of that benefit is
that a young chaplain such as Row has very
MARGARET PRITCHARD
little experience. The current chaplain, the
FEATURES WRITER Reverend Dr. Nihal deLanerrole, has twenty-five years of experience in ordained
A college chaplain is an incredibly difministry, and is very capable in dealing
ficult job. He or she must like working
with all kinds of problems.
with a transient population of a specific age
He has all kinds of ideas and suggesgroup, with a large range of spiritual needs
tions that an inexperienced chaplain may
and dilemmas.
There are students at Trinity who are not have.
But regardless of experience, Trinity's
considering a call to ordained ministry and
chaplain should be able to lead with conthere are students who are struggling with
viction. Being able to make decisions is
their doubts about the faith they grew up

1

He Said
JONATHON CHESNEY
FEATURES WRITER
Dr. Christopher Row '91, who was to
be Trinity's new chaplain, will not be joining the campus next year.
This is a setback to the chaplain search
committee, who must start looking all over
again and a disappointment to many, as
Row seemed very qualified and enthusiastic for the position.
All is not lost however. Hopefully the
search committee will not rush to pick a
new chaplain and will take a good look at
what Trinity needs in a chaplain. I'm sure
they have already discussed it a great deal
but this is a good chance to take another
look at those needs.
The chaplain will become the caretaker
of the campuses spirituality and should
thus have a deep understanding of his own.
The chaplain will be a counselor to everyone and because of Trinity's diversity,
should have some knowledge of the many
different faiths and a curiosity to learn
more about them.
Not everyone is religious so he/she will
need to be able to talk to those of no faith
also. There are many more little things
worth mentioning, but most I would consider a given. Being able to work well with
young adults is pretty necessary, as well as
just being an open and friendly person. An
ability to relate to our generation is essential.
A wise and spiritual advisor isn't much
use if they can't understand the lives of the
people they are trying to help. They also
have to tolerate how we live. The life style
of young adults has changed a lot over the
sre^HE SPEAKS
12

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

CHECK OUT these Resume Deadlines For April & May 2002!

I
I
s

i

Friday, April 19.2002
A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc.—Financial Consultant
City of New York - NYC Police Officer
Daly Insurance Brokerage Services, LLC - Office Assistant
ESPN - Account Executive
Regional School District No. 4 (Chester, Deep River, Essex) Elementary Spanish Teacher
United Services, Inc.—Act Team Nurse, Act Team Clinicians ,
Emergency Service Clinicians, Program Coordinator, Per Diem
On-Call Clinician
Monday, April 22.2002
Judge Baker Children's Center - Clinical Research Assistant/Archivist
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc.—Junior Institutional Equities Trader
Tuesday, April 23.2002
YAI - National Institute for People with Disabilities- -YAI/Family
Fellowship Program
Thursday. April 25. 2002
Diageo—Communications Assistant
Regional School District No. 4 (Chester, Deep River, Essex) - Long
Term Substitute Position, Foreign Language Teacher
Friday. April 26,2002
Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine - Internship
Peter Hay Halpert Fine Art—Administrative Assistant
Tuesday. April 30. 2002
North Yarmouth Academy—Assistant Director of Admission and
Financial Aid
Wednesday. May 1.2002
Altman Weil Inc.—Marketing Coordinator or Consultant
Capitol Region Education Council (CREC) - Teacher

MR

Connecticut Council on Problem Gambling- -Problem Gambling Prevention Educator
Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center - Field Instructor
Intern
Greater Dallas Council Alcohol & Drug Abuse—Community
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Prevention Assistant
Guatemala Accompaniment Project - Human Rights Observers
Interschool Program—Teaching Opportunities
Soundings Publications, LLC - Intern
The Education Group—Teachers
University of Arizona - Fellowship
Thursday, May 2. 2002
Boy Scouts of America—District Executive
United Leaders - United Leaders/Institute for Political Service
Fellowship
Friday. Mav 3. 2002
Regional School District No. 4 (Chester, Deep River, Essex) - 1 Full
Time/1 Part-Time Gifted and Talented Teachers , Speech/Language
Pathologist, English and Art Teacher Vacancies
Vermont Institute of Natural Science—Vermont Raptor Center
Educator
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for more information athttp://trincoil.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 4-30 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Call X2080 for an appointment with a Career Specialist
or drop in from 12:00 PM to 4:30 PM Monday - Friday
A M D Wednesday evening 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
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Coyote Flaco Doesn't Cet Flack From This Trin Student
Two Trinity Students Venture Out Onto New Britain Avenue to Test Out A Long-Time Mexican Favorite
CHIHARU ROMANO
FEATURES WRITER
I knew of Coyote Flaco most of my
freshmen year, yet was rather hesitant to
order from them. I mean, was good, fast
Mexican food really possible? (Although I

their food to be delivered, one can also visit
their establishment and eat in Wednesday Monday. Located on New Britain Ave.,
and newly renovated, Coyote Flaco is
small, cute and very ciean.
Not only is the food is made so quickly that the drive is worth this decrease in

This ain't no Taco Bell. Get some quality Mexican food and at New
Britain Avenue's Coyote Flacoor or just order out to enjoy at Trinity.
am a huge Taco Bell fan, 1 will have to
admit that their Mexican food is not the
most realistic).
Yet-one Coyote Flaco experience was
all it took for me to become a huge fan.
Not only was the food very satisfactory for
delivery, the prices were reasonable
beyond words and the delivery was faster
than any other service by far. Bottom line,
anything that is good, cheap and quick is
the perfect triple combination for a college
student.
Although most of the Trinity population who knows of Coyote Flaco orders

waiting time, you can also order beer with
your meal, which does nothing but compliment the experience. Everyone knows that
a good Corona makes any spicy meal that
much better.
I ate in at Coyote Flaco for the first
time with my boyfriend, Andrew, last
week. He ordered his personal favorite, the
pork taco, off the appetizer menu, which
also includes nachos, quesadillas, tostadas
and tamales.
A rather simple item, the taco is composed of a normal corn shell, crispy and
deep fried, tilled with tasty barbecued pork

Community Activist
of the Week:

f

Deepfi Paturu 05

so tender that it falls apart in your mouth.
It also comes with a side of lettuce and
tomato, so you can garnish the taco as you
wish. In his opinion, the pork taco is the

from Mather, as it always is. One of the
greatest things about Coyote Flaco is its
flexible menu. Many of the entrees allow
you to chose from a choice of meats, which

Bottom line, anything that is good, cheap and quick
is the perfect triple combination for a college student.
most delicious item one can order, which is
a pretty high recommendation coming
from this Pike brother.
I skipped on an appetizer and went
straight for my favorite, the quesadilla
linda, or the chicken quesadilia. Yes, yes, I
know you can order quesadillas just about
anywhere, which makes it that much easier
to judge the quality.
However, this quesadilla includes barbecued chicken and a mix of cheeses. The
quesadilla is not overly greasy or fried. It
also comes with a nice side salad. Nothing
spectacular, just some fresh lettuce, a slice
of tomato, some bits of carrot and Italian
dressing. It nicely washes the quesadilla
down in my opinion.
Andrew went for the chicken
chimichanga, a deep fried burrito stuffed
with chicken. Although it was scrumptious, it was somewhat sparse in filling.
The side sauce complimented the
chimichanga greatly and partially made up
for this, as did the beans and rice, which
although are excellent, lack spice.
The meal of course was a delight away

include chicken, pork, steak, or beef.
There are also express items for those who
want a side fajita, flauta, burrito, enchilada
or chimichanga.
Overall, Coyote Flaco is a great meal
for your money. You receive excellent
deep fried tortilla chips with every order,
along with fresh salsa, sour cream, and
amazingly delicious and perfectly hot guacamole.
One entree is just about enough for
anyone's stomach, as they alt come with
beans and rice, and by the entree, you have
significantly filled your stomach with
chips.
The only negative thing I would say
about Coyote Flaco is that the food is
greasy, so it's not for the faint of heart.
It is definitely greasy in a good way
though, completely crispy and filling, the
same greasy one gets with really good
spicy hot wings, a Hooter's grilled cheese,
or a great barbecued cheeseburger.
If you're not afraid of a little deep fried
goodness, definitely hit up Coyote Flaco
next time you have the munchies.
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\o Hartford Slogans

Deepti Paturi has shown tremendous leadership and enthusiasm in the SUSHI (Students to Unite Science and
Humanitarian Interests) AIDS Action Week, by co-ordinating
and speaking out at the Roving Rallies. Deepti is also involved
with the Free Burma group, and is an all around friendly and
socially conscious person.
SUSHI is a campus wide group that focuses on the many
diverse passions and interests on campus, and unites them
behind humanitarian goals. This past week, SUSHI ran an
AIDS Action Campaign that involved Senator call-ins, chalkings, and rallies about AIDS around the world and the Global
AIDS Fund.
-Jason Gallant

to. HARTFORD: NEW ENGLAND'S RISING STAR
9. HARTFORD: ALL CARS SOLICITING PROSTITUTES
WILL BE IMPOUNDED
8. HARTFORD: WHERE YOU CAN RUN OVER A
SQUIRREL JUST FOR THE HELL OF IT
7. HARTFORD: WHILE YOU'RE SHOOTING UP WITH
YOUR NEIGHBOR, IS YOUR TEEN DOING A LINE OF
COKE?
6. HARTFORD: WHERE YOU CAN MUG COLLEGE
STUDENTS JUST FOR THE HELL OF IT
5. HARTFORD: WHILE YOU'RE SMOKING POT WITH
YOUR ROOMMATE, IS THAT HALL BROTHER DOING A
LINE OF COKE?
.
4. HARTFORD: MAN, I GOTTA GET ME SOME MORE
LIFE INSURANCE
3. HARTFORD: DAD, IF YOU CARED ABOUT MY
FEELINGS MAYBE I WOULDN'T BE IN HARTFORD RIGHT

NOW
2. HARTFORD: IT'S NOT JUST FOR CRACKHEADS
ANYMORE
.
1. H A R T F O R D : WHAT THE F**K YOU LOOKIN'AT?

APRIL

Hartford: Hot Happenings

WEDNESDAY 4/17: WEDNESDAY 4/17:
Check out happy hour at Bourbon
Get some culture and head over to
One-Of-a-Kind Workshop, where you are Street North, voted the "Best Happy Hour
greeted by mix of Victorian and early 20th- Bar" by the Hartford Advocate (70 Union
century prints and work by local artists, all Place, Hartford, 525-1014).
for sale of course (717 Main Street,
THURSDAY 4/18:
Manchester, 643-7747).
Try Open Mic night at Sully's Pub @
THURSDAY 4 / 1 8 :
Lena's, where New York club owners have
Take in some live theater at The come in to check it out. On Mondays, it's
acoustic open mic night (2053-2071 Park
Bushnell Center for the Performing Arts
Street, West Hartford, 231-8881).
(1600 Capital Avenue, Hartford, 9875900).
FRIDAY 4 / 1 9 :

FRIDAY 4 / 1 9 :
Oh my God! N'Sync is coming to the
Hartford Civic Center!! You better had
already bought tickets (http://www.hartfordciviccenter.com).

SATURDAY 4/20:

Take a break from drinking and take in
a movie at Hartford's Advocate vote for
"Best Movie Theater" at Loews-Plainville
(220 New Britain Avenue, Plainville, 7936661).

SATURDAY 4 / 2 0 :

Wait, what is the date again? Do it up
The Lady Column's are hosting a car
for 4/20 and while you're at it, check out
wash Saturday and Sunday at Buildings
the Lady Column's car wash at Buildings
and Grounds from noon to 4 PM. There is
and Grounds from noon to 4PM.
a $5 minimum donation. Come get your
cars washed by Kappa Kappa Gamma!

SUNDAY 4 / 2 1 :

_ _ ^Ai?^';^

Stay in and do some work so that you
can actually graduate

He Said: What We Should
Look For In a New Chaplain
continued from page 10
last decade or two and an older, hell fire
and brimstone, repent or die preacher is
probably not the way to go. I'm sure the
search committee has these things and
more in mind when they look at the candidates. . . ; • ' .
I.also-hope the new chaplain will
continue to sponsor interfaith discussion to
further more understanding and tolerance.
The interfaith house, a project championed by our current chaplain, the Rev. Dr.
Nihal De Lanerolle, is a really nice little

continue to spend some time and effort in
strengthening that ministry on campus.
The chaplain will have duties to the whole
of Trinity, but as a leader of this..particular
denomination, they should be interested in
Episcopalian college ministries as well.
In addition to being the faith of a fair
number of people on campus, it is also
steeped in the tradition of the college.
This goes for Chapel services
and the other Christian groups as well.
The Chaplain is here for everyone, be
they atheist, agnostic, Muslim, Jewish,

The chaplain will become the caretaker of the campuses spirituality and should thus have a deep understanding of his or her own.
building that deserves to be used more than
it is.
I'd also like to see a continuation of the
discussion panels that looked at issues from
drugs to policy in the Middle East from
many different points of view, including
from religious points of view.
These are important because they show
how different faiths can be applied to modern problems.
The chaplain should be available
to help and support the various religious
groups on campus and also possibly even a
source of knowledge and information for
those who are studying religion, faith, or
spirituality academically. Someone who
has attended a seminary usually knows a
great deal.
Speaking of different groups, as an
Episcopalian, I hope the chaplain, who will
most probably be an Episcopal priest, will
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OANUAR-y 20 - FE6R-UAOy 18

O u i _ y 23 - A U G U S T 22

A handsome, young man saves your Life by
throwing himseLf in front of the campus
safety Van. Visit him everyday in JJartford
J-lospital and a lovely romance Will bloom
in the sanitized halls, If this incident by
chance dues not occur, study hard this
Week so you can hit the booze extra hard
this Weekend. Let's get a LittLe bit rowdyl

N/]ake it your goal to be The Tripods
Community Activist of the Week. Not
onLy WiLL doing community service make
you-a better person, but it'll impress your
grandparents to get the dipping. Pon't
forget to stay in touch with that girl or
guy you met over Spring &reak. After all,
who Wouldn't Want his or her Wedding at
the Trinity chapel?

Pisces
- MAR-CW 20

Try something new and skip a class this
Week. Catch up on sleep or start the
Weekend early, or even, do some Work.
&ut, what Would be the point in thatP
You realize that your spring wardrobe is
seriousLy Lacking, but so is your money
fund. Vo you get new clothes or bLoW the
dough on dinner and some drinks? Qood
Luck figuring that one out.

A U G U S T 23 - S£PTEMe>£iv22.

Organizing the IckiC, carWash has driven
you crazy and you Went to cLass Without
blow-drying your hair. You'LL recover Later
in the Week when the carWash is a huge
success. If you're not in klklcj", maybe it's
your turn to start doing some organizing of
your own. Your resume looks pretty
blank, maybe it's time to t r y try accomplishing something.

SUNDAY 4 / 2 1 :

What's a Trinity partyer to do?
Hahaha! You spent all your time at the Obviously karaoke night at the Tap!
car wash so you missed 4/20! Make up for
MONDAY 4 / 2 2 :
it today.
Try the Pig's Eye Pub, which had many
MONDAY 4 / 2 2 :
bronze medals from the Hartford Advocate,
including "Best Bar for Your Buck" and
Buy your tickets for Moe, showing
"Best Place for Billiards" (356 Asylum
Friday April 26 at 8 PM at The Palace
Street, Hartford, 278-4747).
Theater (246 College Avenue, New Haven,

Test out your new f.ike ID at The Tap
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Buddhist or whatever else one might be.
However, as a Christian leader and role
model, he or she needs to work hard to
keep improving the Chapel activities and
encouraging attendance to the Sunday services.
They should also be able to serve as
mentors for the creation of new groups,
like the Tuesday night service Banquet'
which just started up this semester. I don't
doubt that the chaplain will be do all these
things, but they are important to keep in
mind.
The position of College Chaplain is an
important one, with responsibilities to the
whole of the school and to several groups
within the school. I have every confidence
in the search committee to study the candidates closely and choose one with the qualities for best leading our campus on our
spiritual paths.

2 1 - A P R . I L . 19

^ to OJ$ this Week because you may
not realize it, but you are seriousLy Lacking
in hygiene. It may be your birthday but
remember to take a 5hoWer...no one Wants
to. stand next to that guy. for your birthday, don't Wait for your friends to throw
you a pafty. thraw yourself one. The best
part'' You can even lose it and cry at
this place.

S E P T E M & E A . 23 - O C T O & E R . 22

CJVe up your phone sex fetish, go out and
actually meet someone. 6 o maybe Trinity
students aren't your type, there's a huge
city out there and locals are always the
friendly type. Just hang out at the & P for
a Little bit and you're bound to make some
friends, even if jjhey do threaten to kill you.
ELven if you don't meet anyone, there's
always that great fried chicken!

TAUPUJS

SCORPIO

A P W L 20 - M A y 20

OCTO&EA. 23 - NoVEM&Eft. 21

Take a night off this Week and Watch Pink
F/Loyd's The \Vall It Will heLp you avert a
bad cold that Wouldn't leave your body
until August and that Would just not be
fun. Other nights give yourself a chaLLenge. You know that you loVe competition, especially ones that are between the
sexes. Take a break from your normaL
group of friends and try something new.

You WiLL spend one day this Week memorizing how to cite sources according to
A P A format and you WiLL not regret one
moment of it. This event Will be your
story for your children—they WiLL hear it
going to bed, Waking up. they WiLL eventually go to college, but by that time there
Will be a machine that simply shoots all
the information into one's brain.

SAG(TTAO.(US
- O u c y 22
Learn how to use the Z I P drive in your
computer. That Will help speed up the
system that has been temperamental
recently. If that doesn't"t Work, there are
some LoVeLy peers of yours at IvjCLC just
dying to help you and your sick computer.
Either Way. get it fixed because you'll
regret it come finals Week when it blows
up and you L?se your thesis.

NJov/ewaeA. 22 - O E C E M & E R . 21

This Week the person of your dreams WiLL
caLL you up-and teLL you that you are the
love of his or her Life. Your parents randomly send you d>500. You get A s on
every singLe test and paper you have this
Week. You receive a phone call teLLing you
that not onLy do you have a summer job
but you have one for after graduation. You
twist off the cap of a Pr. Pepper and win!

CAPfUCOfc-N
OUNE 21 - Oucy 22

6tiLl on academic probation? That spelb
problems if you Want to actually graduate
from this pLace. Cj'et yourself Working
right now and pick up the pace With handing in assignments. Your professors WiLL
stop believing your excuses once they
inVob/e aLien planets. In case you're not on
academic probation, take a seat and crack
open that beer. You deserve it.

£>ECEM6GA. 22 •"The person of your dreams calls you up
and teLLs you t o stop dreaming. Your parents randomLy withdraw i&OO from your
account With some mumbled explanation
about "crack." You somehow fail your test.
You receive a phone caLL Letting you know
that the building of your summer job has
burned to the ground and to parch your
throat you open a Pr. Pepper and it's flat.

If

Free delivery
233-8888 OKI(,IY\I \ I N YORK PIZZA

s®

Large Cheese Pizza

$7.00

495 Farmington Avenue

We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford
$7.00 minimum
for delivery

233-8888

Piek-up Only!
Monday Only!
Use your charge card
for any delivery,.,
($10.00 minimum)

Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver
slices and cigarettes
s

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16 {8 slices) Thin Crust * Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust * .
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian "W
Cheese
,
...„„„
$7.50
$ 9,85
$13.00
$13.00
^
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$ 9.00
„.. $13.00
$17.00
$18.00
*
Veggie,
$18.50
$14,85
$17.50
SSgt P
PepperoniSpecial..
$11.50..
,
..„. $18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings,.
,.„
..,.$.50
....$1.00...,.
$1.50.....
$1.50
TOPPINGS: FejfsefQm,. Sausage, Meatball, ifefiroom, Peppers, (teiorcs, mite, Extra Ctese, Bacon, t f c , BftmM, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Toroaioes and Ham.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CAJLZONES

with yew choice of fettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, B8Q sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak
Phillyy Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
j^ a gj gp ^ p^
Meatball
Pannigiana
Ham,
Salami,
Cheese
Ham & Cheese

$5,50
$6.25
$7.45
IB.IST
IB.IST
$5.15
$5.40
$515
............;|5.15
$5.15
$5,15
$4.50
$5.40
$4.90
$5.65
$6.00
$4.25
$4.90

„

.„,„

Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
Veggie & Cheese
Pepperoni & Cheese
Salami & Cheese
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BLT & Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

•

:•• D I N N E K S
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti * Ravioli • Stuffed Shells *
$6.30 (with Meat - $1 ,

All prices do not include tax.

Our own, hamimatJe pizza dough slufled with RScotta, fctaarefe and Parmesan
cheeses Wended wim your choice of filing and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Calzone.....„../.
......,.„
$4.90
each additional „
filling
„....$ ,50
APPETIZERS
—r,
Buffelo wings (mild, hot or swatfe)—.../............:.....
(12)M^fK
for $6.00
T
Buffelo
wings
(mild,
hot
or
swatfe)'—.../............:.....
(12)
for
$6.00
Chicken Fingers
, .,.....,
$6.00
Mozzarelia
Sticks
(7)
for
$4J5
Chikl i S F i
i
0 f $4J
0
M
($ 7 6 )
Onion
-Rfngs...
„..k »„...,.....,...
.......,$3.20
French Fries
...._.,..:,....
$2.65
Cheese Fries
,
,.....$3.70
fried Dough
.„.„ „.. ,..,.„. (8) for $2.50
Breadsticks
..,„
(8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread
.„........_..„..
..„. ,
$1.85
Garfic Bread w/cheese ,....,.,„.,„„»,,._..,.„„„
$2.40
Chips
,
._„,.„ ;..,.„
$.50
SALADS
' •••
Tossed Salad
...„.„
..,„.,„
»..„...,. $4.05
Antipasto Salad
,„„.„„,...,...,.
$5,75
Tuna Sated .„..,..,...,_„..„
$5.75
Extra Dressing
, , „...„...,........$ .50
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Kaian

•DESSERTS .
Triple Chocolate Cake..

Musi present coupon - Coupon csnnot b» combined.
Muat mention coupon before ordering

s

,.. $3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60 ......... (two liter) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

I fUEE Order of FEUD DOUGH {FREE Order of GABIIC BBEAD j
I w i t h A n y P i z z a O r d e r S with Any Medium Pizza Order |
I

..,..

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combfned.
Must mention coupon holora ordarlng

I

$2.00 OFF •:
Any Medium Pteza
Must proswtt coupon - Coupon cannot \$*<
Muat mention coupon before •-*-*-°

1

put mm

$2.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
Musi present coupon ~ Coupon cannot M combined.
Must mention coupon betoro ordftrlng .

i
.1
I

$1.00 OFF
Any Small: Pizza
Must present coupon - Co upon cannot be combined.
Musi mention coapon fwfore ordering

I Large
$7.00 J
s with purchasePiasza
o:
i
Large Pizza
|
•

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be e>ombirt«d.
Must mention coupon t»(ore ordsrlng
g .
•

t
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Chapel dinners Concert 9^lusic to the &ars Inside the A Cappella of
9/? Their Sftnnual Concert Chapel <5ingers Treat Audience Members
the Trinity Pipes

Edward Smith, the widely pubent in Latin, although there may
lished Trinity composer in resibe a higher percentage at Trinity
Squeeze" among their most perKATE HUTCHINSON
dence; and twentieth century
than you would find in many
formed numbers. This year they
ARTS
EDITOR
composer
Maurice
audiences, these songs spoke to French
have added five new numbers,
There is a reason the Chapel
Durufle's "Tantum Ergo" (in
The first time I ever heard the Billy Joel's "So It Goes," "It's
Singers have endured as the old- even a casual observer not with a
English, "Blessed Sacrament").
message of words, but one of
Trinity Pipes perform was during
the End of the World As We
est student organization at Trinity
my freshman orientation, just
Know It" by R.E.M., with a solo
since 1824. Their music is timeafter a welcome speech. I have
from David Porter, Michelle
less because it is beautiful and
It doesn't take a doctorate in music to
no recollection whatsoever about
Branch's "Everywhere," with
they are dedicated to performing
the speech, but I certainly remem- solo by Jillian Cameron, Aimee
it beautifully. Rooted in the fabappreciate the sounds heard last Saturday
ber the Pipes singing our school
Mann's "Wise Up," with solo by
ric of the college's long history,
Night
The Trinity College Chapel
Singers delivered a beautiful performance last Saturday evening.
The Pipes, as a long-standing Trinity
Never having gone to the
tradition, give a fair number of concerts
Likewise in Latin was the
sheer beauty. It did not take a
church service they perform
secular piece "Learning" by
weekly, this was my first time doctorate in music to appreciate
for alumni groups nation-wide.
Smith, composed specifically for
experiencing the Chapel Singers. the sounds heard Saturday night.
the
Chapel
Singers,
who
will
perWhatever
faith
you
practice,
Although I'm not about to change.
or even if you are an atheist, these form it for Trinity Honors Day.
my religious tradition any time
Of course, also of note were the song '"Neath the Elms." It is one Katie Braman, and "Virtual
songs created to give glory to
soon, I can assure you that I will
songs drafted in English.
no longer be a stranger to their God touched you at a deep emoof those school songs, and there
Insanity" by Jamiroquai, with
Specifically, the a cappella piece
tional level, perhaps even a spiriperformances.
The Ghapel
are few of them, which instills solo by Kelly Mylett.
tual one. Some such songs that opened the concert "Rise Up, you will a sense of school pride,
Singers didn't deliver a flawless
The Pipes are a popular group
included in the forty minute pro- My Love, My Fair One" appealperformance, but it was very
and I suspect that in this case, the on campus, which Rubin and
ing to our auditory senses as our Pipes sparkling a cappella plays
gram were the two versions of
impressive.
Ambrose attribute partially to
other senses also celebrate the no small part in making that song
"Ave Verum Corpus" (in English,
their traditional status and partialUnlike modern music, the
topic of the tune, springtime.
so great.
ly to the group's musical dynamIn addition, a medley of three
Currently in their 64th year, ic. Rubin added "What's great
The Chapel Singers' music is timeless
songs by nineteenth century
about our group is that it's a cross
the Trinity Pipes are comprised of
British
composer
Samuel
section of a lot of different types
Meredith Alcarese '05, Brad
because it is beautiful and they are dediSebastian Wesley was presented.
Beitz '04, Katie Braman '03, of people on campus, but we all
This included the composition
cated to performing it beautifully.
really get along." For the Pipes,
Jillian Cameron '04, Lauren Di
"Thou Wilt Keep Them," learned
teamwork is as important as good
Chiara '02, Kelly Mylett '03,
first by the Chapel Singers as a
harmony, which we can all see is
David Porter '04, and Alexa
"Hail to Thee! True Body!"), one song of tribute and comfort durStorch '03. Also among their something they excel at.
selections performed by the
numbers, but abroad this semesLast September, the group
Chapel Singers exist only for the by Mozart and the other by the ing the events immediately following the September eleventh
ter, are Colman Chamberlain '03 released third album of their a
more contemporary composer
sake of beauty. This is especially
national tragedy.
and Christine Kim '03. They are cappella music, The Pipes
Edward Elgar; "O Sacrum
obvious for the non-English lanAdding a more modern eleConvivium" (in English, "O
guage pieces. Assuming most
Sacred Banquet") by Robert
see CHAPEL on page 16
people in attendance weren't fluJOSEPH STRAMONDO
ARTS WRITER
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THE LORD'OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING Apr 14 - 18
(2001) Directed by Peter Jackson. Screenplay by Fran Walsh, Phillippa Boyens and Jackson,
based on the book by J. R. R. Tolkien. Cinematographer. Andrew Lesnie. Cast: Elijah Wood,
Ian McKellen, Liv Tyler, Cate Blanchett, Ian Holm.
Loyal partisans of J. R. R. Tolkien's Middle Earth need not fear - the first film of a Lord of the
Rings trilogy, gets just about everything right. Shot in otherworldly New Zealand, this adventure/fantasy pitches evil against enlightenment, with the visual flair to make Tolkien's world
come alive. For those who don't know, the story begins when a wizard named Gandalf (Ian
McKellen) drops in on the 111th birthday party of his friend, hobbit Bilbo Baggins (Ian Holm).
Before the party's over, Bilbo has given his nephew Frodo a magic ring - with instructions to
destroy its evil powers in the Fire Pits of Mordor. Lord of the Rings looks fabulous in wide
screen Panavision® on the big screen at Cinestudio! 180 min. www.lordoftherings.net/
BIRTHDAY GIRL Apr 19 20
(Britain, 2002) Directed by Jez Butterworth. Screenplay by Tom Butterworth and Jez
Butterworth. Cast: Nicole Kidman, Ben Chaplin, Vincent Cassel, Mathieu Kassovitz.
A super-neat, ionely bank clerk in St. Albans (England) gets much more than he bargained
for when he sends away for a mail order bride from Russia. Nadia (Nicole Kidman) may not
speak much English, but she is gorgeous, playful, and kinky enough to test the boundaries of
her new husband (Ben Chaplin, The Truth About Cats and Dogs.) The only snakes in paradise are her two traveling companions: her "cousin" Yuri, and his out-of-control accomplice,
Aleksi (Vincent Cassel, The Brotherhood of the Wolves). Nicole Kidman always tries something new in each film: this time it's a delicious Russian accent and an affinity for naughty film
noir. 93 min. www.miramax.com/birthdaygirl/index.html
BLACK HAWK DOWN Apr 19 20
(2001) Directed by Ridley Scott. Screenplay by Ken Nolan and Steven Zaillian, based on the
book by Mark Bowden. Cinematographer: Slowomir Idziak. Cast: Josh Hartnett, Ewan
McGregor, Eric Bana, Sam Shepard, Tom Sizemore.
On October 2, 1995, General William Garrison ordered an operation into Somalia to capture
the top aides of rebel leader Mohammed Farrah Aidid, after UN troops were killed in the
midst of a horrific civil war. What happened next, as well-armed Somalis brought down two
US helicopters, provides the gripping drama of Black Hawk Down. Director Ridley Scott
(Blade Runner, Gladiator) has the gift of creating amazing visual images and unfamiliar
worlds, which he uses to recreate the cluttered Bakara marketplace and back alleys of
Mogadishu. Black Hawk Down's realistic depiction of the fury and confusion of battle has
rarely been equaled on the screen. 145 min. www.spe.sony.com/movies/blackhawkdown
HOW TO KILL YOUR NEIGHBOR'S DOG Apr 21 - 23
(2002) Written and directed by Michael Kalesniko. Cast: Kenneth Branagh, Robin Wright
Penn, Lynn Redgrave, Suzi Hofrichter, Jared Harris.
In a bright and acerbic new comedy, Kenneth Branagh plays a British playwright whose caustic wit has won him the nickname "America's Favorite Bastard." Nothing is rosy in Branagh's
world: his wife wants to have a baby, his career is in a slump, a barking dog destroys his
sleep, and the director of his new play is obsessed with Petula Clark. Even worse, he has to
make nice with the 8-year-old Amy who lives next door, in order to pick up some authentic
children's dialogue. An unlikely friendship develops between the cynical writer and the lonely
girl, but one that avoids the mushy stuff, with what Stephen Holden of the New York Times
calls "the film's tart sugar-free wit." 107 min. www.neighborsdog.com/

The Trinity Pipes: Providing a cappelia
music for the campus since 1938.
led by Gregory Rubin '03 and
Paige Ambrose '03,. both members since their freshman year.
The Pipes, as a long-standing
Trinity tradition, give a fair number of concerts for alumni groups
nation-wide. Recently, the group
traveled to California and performed for alumni in San
Francisco, San Diego, and Los
Angeles. They have also been
known to give private performances upon request.
The Pipes are a well-traveled
group. In the fall of 1998,
President Dobelle, arranged for
the Pipes to tour Trinidad and
Tobago in an effort to create more
interest in the newly founded
Trinity exchange program there.
Ambrose remembers the trips
well, and mentions that it was a
great experience, not just to per-

amis SILVGRMAN

Unclogged, which follows the
Pipes' previous two albums, Once
More For Good Measure and
Buckets and Bowties. It takes
about two years for them to make
an album, and they have already
begun work on another, due out
toward the end of next year. If
you are looking to add the Pipes
to your CD collection, you
should contact Ambrose of
Rubin.
However, you can also catch
them live and in person. They
will be appearing on Saturday,
April 20, in Hamlin Hall, for the
64th annual Buttondown Sounds
Concert, where they will be performing old favorites, plus some
new material. The highlight of
the concert will be comedic skits,
ritually performed by the newest
members of the goup; which this

"What's great about our group is that it's
a cross section of a lot of different types of
people on campus, but we really get along."
•Gregory Rubin '03
form for a new place, but to also
be able to sit in on performances
of local music and theatre.
When asked to describe their
style of music, the answer from
both Rubin and Ambrose was
"eclectic." They listed Carole
King's "Home Again" and the
Red Hot Chili Peppers' "Soul to

year are Meredith Alcarese and
Brad Beitz. For the full scoop,
visit their official website,
www.trincoll.edu/orgs/pipes.
They will be performing on April
24th in the Bistro for a final concert with the other a cappella
groups on campus, the Trinitones,
After Dark, and the Accidentals.

FEBRUARY
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Hoi Girls in Underwear Not Sweet EnoughtorMoviegoers
Oamsroit Olai and Fats fief Lennd anil Orud@ in lame female RoaH Trip Oostiedy n& imeet&si TMng
LYSANDRA OHRSTROM
ARTS WRITER
The Sweetest Thing is an
attempt to create a feminine version of all those misogynistic,
male driven films about commitment phobias and booty calls, but
ends up disguising its more original ideas under typical gross out,
Farrely Brothers-esque comedy.
The director, Roger Kumble
(Cruel Intentions) is so set on
depicting his protagonists as
flawed, despite their cuteness,
that the film becomes self-conscious. It also could have been a
departure from Cameron Diaz's
typical "everywoman trapped in a
goddess's shoes" role, like her
memorable character in Any
Given Sunday, but every time the

film approaches her dissatisfaction, it retreats. It reminds me of
a sitcom in the vein of Friends;
just as an emotional epiphany is
about to be delivered, a laugh
track stifles it.
It is the story of Christina
(Cameron Diaz), and her two best
girlfriends, Courtney (Christina
Applegate), and Jane (Selma
Blair). The film starts out with
showing a number of men discussing how they were duped and
dumped by Christina. The theme
is basically thrust down the audience's throat, she is the female
version of the male player, and
she doesn't need men to make her
happy. In that case, why does she
spend the rest of the movie hunting down a man?
She and Courtney are meant

If you're looking for a good female- WWW.GRUDG€-MATCH..COM
friendship flick, stick with Thelma and Louise.

to be intelligent, although only
their business suits and a brief
reference to Courtney's career as
a divorce attorney demonstrate
this. Other than that they conduct
themselves like little children,
amusing themselves by stupid
jokes and crass behavior, which
they can only get away with
because they are attractive.
However, while Diaz's previous
hit film, Charlie's Angels,
addressed the power that comes
with sexuality, The Sweetest
Thing ignores it, focusing instead
on how disgusting these two
friends can be.
When Jane is dumped by her
Fiancee, Christina and Courtney
force her to go to a club to pick up
guys. There they dance suggestively, inviting and perhaps begging for male attention, then
spurn their admirers. Christina
gropes a man, pushes him into
Jane, and tries to set them up.
The man, Peter (Thomas Jane),
calls her rude and from that
moment on she is in Jove with
him.
The film would like us to
believe that no one has ever
called Christina rude, but I find
that hard to believe seeing as how
the moment the film begins with
her dancing up a San Francisco
street self-consciously, I had to
restrain my gag reflex.
So Peter leaves the next day
for his brother's wedding, and

Cameron Diaz, Selma Blair, and Christina WWW.IMDB.COM
Applegate playing martini-swilling bimbos.
Courtney insists that they crash
it. On the road trip many disgusting conversations and encounters
take place that are unparalleled in
grossness. They include Christina
getting poked in the eye with a
certain male organ, and many
others too vile to discuss. The
two girls also spend about twenty
minutes in- their underwear, an
obvious attempt by the director to
court a male audience.
There are a couple of
redeeming qualities in the film.
The first one is Selma Blair, who
gives a good performance,
devoid of the affected and contrived cuteness of her companions. Unlike Christina and
Courtney, she doesn't force herself on the audience, continually

trying to endear herself to us
while proving that women can be
just as vulgar as men. Parker
Posey also plays the bride at the
wedding, in a funny and caustic
role. Finally Jason Bateman; the
Hogan Family alum all grown up,
is hilarious in the stereo-typical
"best friend" role.
So basically the supporting
cast is the best part of the movie,
but even they didn't manage to
save it. If you want to see a lighthearted movie about female
friendship, or if you just like
Cameron Diaz, any of her other
films are better. Or if you want a
film about female empowerment
against the backdrop of a road
trip, rent Thelma and Louise, but
don't waste your time on this.

John Rose Performs atTwighlight Tuesdays inthe Chapel
Trinity's Own Organist and Director of Chapel Music Plays in the Twilight Tuesdays Series He Created
AMY BUCHNER
SENIOR

EDITOR

John Rose, college organist
and director of chapel music, literally pulled out all the stops for
his audience ai last Tuesday's
organ concert, the final recital for
this year's Twilight Tuesdays program. Twilight Tuesdays, a series
created by Rose, features the
works of individual musicians
and ensembles throughout the
academic year. For its last program of this year, Rose treated his
faithful Twilight Tuesday's audience to his own musical talents.
Rose's concert consisted of
many pieces from the French
Romantic school, a category of
music that he has made his spe-

cialty. The program began with
Louis Vierne's Cathedrales,
Quatnemc Suite, op. 55. As Rose
explained before he sat down to
perform, the piece is deliberately
composed to take the greatest
advantage of the brilliant
acoustics of gothic cathedrals.
Vierne's powerful sounds resonated throughout the college
chapel thanks to its gothic-styie
acoustics and talented organist.
From Vierne, Rose moved on
to the work of another French
Romantic, Henri Mulet, and his
piece, Carillon-Sortie. Mulet
composed this piece to resemble
the tolling of the bells of the
many
French
churches.
Therefore, the first sounds start
out slowly and steadily with a few

John Rose delighted the Chapel
crowd in the latest installment of Twilight Tuesdays.

booming rings until gradually the
chapel is rilled with a frenzy of
sound and activity, resembling
the ringing of bells throughout the
city.
With the next composer,
Cesar Franck, and his composition, Piece HeroVque, Rose was
able to showcase his flair for
drama and suspense. Franck's
piece seems broken up into several sections: a hero's dramatic
adventures, a suspenseful match
between the hero and his villain,
and a triumphant fanfare to signal
the hero's victory.
In many ways, the piece
resembles the score for an old
silent movie. There's a delightfully sinister echo of three lowpitched notes that seems to signal
the entrance of a vaudeville-esque
villain, skulking and twirling his
mustache. The piece's final fanfare conjures up images of the triumphant hero's return. Franck is
able to tell a very definite story
with his piece; each note in a
phrase serves the same purpose as
a word in a sentence.
Rose seems to revel in the
various changes in mood and
dynamics. His absolute command of the piece helps the music
to tell its exciting tale. He
changes masterfully from one
section to the next, stringing
together these sections of the
piece, seamlessly.
The audience can only watch
in amazement as Rose's hands fly
out to pull stops, his fingers travel across the keyboards, his feet
glide from pedal to pedal. He
performs this nimble feat of eyehand coordination all the while
creating a performance not to be
forgotten.
From Franck, Rose moved
away from the works of the
French Romantics to tackle one
of the twenty-four sets of preludes and fugues written by
Trinity's own composer-in-resi-

Once again, John Rose showcases COURTeSY OF JOHN ROS€
his world class talent here at Trinity's own chapef.
dence, Robert Edward Smith.
After Rose's skillful rendition of
Smith's Prelude and Fugue in B
flat minor, no. 22, the audience
was lulled into a more meditative
and contemplative mood with
gentle and soul-stirring perform-

the chapel, sending vibrations
down into the very seats of the
audience, Truly, this was his
"showstopper" piece. After the
audience heard Rose's final powerhouse performance, they all
stood up to cheer for the previous

For its last program of this yean Rose
treated his faithful Twilight Tuesday's
audience to his own musical talents.

ances of Charles Marie Widor's
Lauda Sion, Suite Latine, op. 86
and Vierne's Berceuse, no. 19
from 24 Pieces in style fibre.
The concert officially ended
(though the audience was treated
to an encore performance of a
lovely South American organ
piece) with Vierne's Final from
Symphonic III, op. 28. Of all the
pieces heard that evening, this
was the composition that best
highlighted the merits of both
organ and organist. Vierne's
piece allowed Rose to create
huge, booming and resonant
sounds that echoed throughout

hour's enjoyment. A standing
ovation was the least they could
do in return for such an exciting
and satisfying recital.
Rose takes this very same
concert to Paris' Notre Dame
Cathedral this .weekend where it
will, no doubt, be as much of a
success as it was on Trinity's
campus. For those who missed
Rose's recital, fear not. More
Twilight Tuesdays programs,
including a Spring performance
by John Rose, will be offered during the next academic year.
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Chapel (Singers S? ^Musical duccms

FROM
ALOSTWO11J)

Tordbam s cBass dob 9J highlight of Sfinnual Concert
continued from page 14
ment to the variety of musical style, the
Chapel Singers closed the show with an a
cappella version of John Lennon and Paul
McCartney's classic collaboration, "If I
Fell."
Musical selection is important, but the
actual performance is what really matters at

The Chapel Singers were quite impressive as a whole, but there are a few individuals who deserve mention. Doubling as
a singer in the bass section for the a cappella songs, Kirk Quinsland '04 delivered a
phenomenal performance on the Chapel's
pipe organ. Studying both piano and organ
privately for a number of years, Kirk currently practices with John Rose once a

Enough cannot be said about sophomore Ben
Fordham's solo. His powerful base voice took full
advantage of the Chapel's well-designed acoustics.

a choir concert, and it seems that the wellrehearsed Chapel Singers were up to the
task.
It was apparent that each section of the
four-part SATB choir was well able to hold
their own, but blended beautifully on most
harmonies. John Rose, completing his
twenty-fifth year as the Director of Chapel
Music this year, attributed their sound to
hard work: 'The Chapel Singers rehearse
' and sing Evensong every Sunday afternoon
in term, full rehearsal on Monday evenings
and a women's and men's sectional on
Wednesdays and Thursdays, respectively."
One of the few flaws that this arts writer
noticed was a matter of choir composition
and not skill or effort.
It seems that the almost two to one
female to male ratio really showed during
the many crescendos. The tenor and bass
sections were obviously putting all they
had into the performance, but just couldn't
compensate for their lack of numbers and
were sometimes nearly drowned out.

week for course credit and serves as an
accompanist to the Chapel Singers. The
talented young man almost stole the show a
couple of times during some of the more
powerful pieces.
Also, senior Shayla Titley and junior
Ben Fordham performed solo pieces during
the last song of the Wesley medley,
"Blessed Be the God and Father." Shayla
hit notes with her clear, chime of a voice
that would make most listeners cringe if
they were sung by another.
Enough cannot be said about Ben
Fordham's solo. His powerful bass voice
took full advantage of the Chapel's well
designed acoustics and his enunciation was
crisp and clean, an improvement even on
the well-trained choir as a whole, who
already pronounced every consonant.
Concluding the show, sophomore Brendan
Pagett's emotional vocalization of the solo
portion of "If I Fell" stuck in my mind as I
made my way back home along the Long
Walk.

Driven out by poverty,
I left mv home when very
young,
I was not vet thirteen.

modernism and religious tradition that
Jews experienced in Eastern Europe in the
first half of the twentieth century.
The Katsenshprung Singers are comprised of Irene Steiner, soprano, Michael
These words about a homeless orphan
Ingram, baritone, and Linda Moot, piano.
trying to survive on the streets is one of Together they presented a lively and varied
many powerful and evocative songs preprogram of Yiddish song, ranging from the
sented on Sunday in a concert by the bittersweet memories of childhood and the
Katsenshprung Singers, sponsored by
first stirrings of youthful love to the trials
Trinity's Hillel Foundation. The name of
of being a parent and the hardships of old
the group means "a cat's leap," an image
age.
invoked in one of the songs to indicate the
The trio, all classically trained, sang
swift passage of time. The songs brought to
and played beautifully and infused the
life some of the rich culture of the lost
songs with feeling and verve, while perworld of Eastern European Jewry as interforming with a high level of musicianship.
preted by the troubador poet of Krakow,
It was a memorable occasion for the large
Mordecai Gebirtig.
:
and appreciative audience.
In these songs, Gebirtig effectively
sketches the continuing tensions between
-Jeffrey and Llyn Kaimowitz

PREVIEW OF THE WEEK:

Undermining the

John McCormick '04.

If you're interested in a career in Museum'
Management, or just want to know more about
it, you're invited to attend a Roundtable Lunch.
Come meet
rie Rouse /
former f resident of trie Museum of

WWWAUSTINARTSORG

Undermining the Machine will be performed this coming
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night as the Austin Arts Center's
Spring Theater piece. The original performance will be presented by
students from the Performance and Technology course* taught by
performance artist/guest faculty member, Roberto Sifuentes.
Sifuentes collaborated with the students and each student has had
the opportunity to incorporate their own thoughts and experiences
into their performances.
The piece "explores modern rituals, contemporary mythologies and fluid identities resulting from new technologies and a 'mediatized' culture." It will be performed in AAC's Garmany Hall, a
black-box theater, that will allow audience members to get up close
and personal with the artists as well as observe the talents of Trinity
students through the presentation of their art.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
$8 general / $5 seniors S non-Trinity students
Free with Trinity ID
Tickets are on sale now

/African •American / \ r t in fhiladeiphia

SPACE IS
LIMITED TO
THE FIRST 15
RESPONDENTS!

FRIDAY
A p r i l 15?5 2002
p.m.

f

. ^ C S

teleconference

RSVPby
THURSDAY, April 18,2002
to Ellen Gagnon at ellen.gagnon@trincoll.edu

Cynthia
Convey '04.

WWWAUSTI NARTS.ORG

James
Creque '02.

WWW.AUSTINARTS.ORG
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Lectures
International Criminal Justice
Richard J. Goldstone, a justice of the Constitutional
Court of South Africa since July 1994 and chairperson
of the Independent International Commission on
Kosovo since August 1999, will present a lecture entitled "The Heightened Need for International Criminal
Justice." He has recently been appointed to the
International Bar Association Task Force on
International Terrorism.
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JLunch

Studio Arts Annual • Widener Galiery
Featuring artwork by students enrolled in studio arts

loin the language tables for very informal and casual
conversation (all levels are welcome) over lunch at the
following times in Hamlin Halt:

courses during the 2001 -2002 academic year.
April I -23 - 1:00- 6:00 PM • Widener Gallery, AAC
Latin American 8 Iberian Film
Three unrelated individuals find more than they expect in
Garden of Eden (Mexico, 1994)

Faculty Commentator: Professor Sonia Cardenas
Student Discussant: Svilen Karaivanov '02

FRENCH: Mondays 12 Noon-1:00 PM
Audrey Sartiaux, x2523
GERMAN: Mondays 12 Noon-l:00 PM
Michael Schmelzle, x2521
HEBREW: Thursdays 12:40-1:15PM
Levana Polate, x5197

April 17 • 7:30 PM - Life Sciences Auditorium

ITALIAN: Thursdays 12-.15-U15PM
Paolo Villa, x4230

April 16 - 5:30- 7:00 PM - Wean Terrace Room B,
Mather Hall

JrerJuormances

Reception to follow:
7:00 - 7:45 PM - Alumni Lounge, Mather

"Undermining the Machine"
Humans Rights in Tibet
An original performance piece that is the result of a
collaboration between Trinity College students and performance artist/guest faculty member Roberto
Sifuentes, a Trinity alumnus. General admission $8/
students and senior citizens $5 / FREE w/ Trinity ID.

Chuye Kunsang and Passang Lhamo, visiting Tibetan
Nuns, will speak on "The State of Human Rights in
Tibet Today."
April 17 - 4:30- 5:30 PM - Rittenberg Lounge, Mather

April 18- 20 - 8:00 PM - Garmany Hall, Austin Arts
Center

Current Issues in Human Rights

JAPANESE: Fridays 12 Noon-1:00 PM
Rieko Wagoner, x2424
PORTUGUESE: Wednesdays 12-1:00 PM
Carlo Simplicio, x5198
RUSSIAN: Wednesdays 12 Noon-1.-00 PM
Mikhail Gronas, x5217
SPANISH: Thursdays 12:15-1:15PM
Maribel Acosta-Lugo, x4273 and
Vilma Navarro-Daniels, x5256
Weekly Torah Study Luncheon

"Contemporary Issues in Health and Human
Rights," by Leonard Rubenstein, executive director of
Physicians for Human Rights.

Ensemble and Private Student Recital
Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons Recital features vocalists and instrumentalists in Trinity College's
chamber ensembles and private lessons programs.

April 22 - 12 Noon-1:30 PM - Location TBA
i

The Archaeology of Buddhism

The Jewish Studies Weekly Torah Study Luncheon
(Parshat ha-Shavua) will be taking place at the Hillel
House on Wednesdays, from 12:15-1:15PM. A free
kosher deli lunch will be served, courtesy of Jewish
Studies.

April 20 - 3:00 PM - Chapel
Supercomputing Trends

Mark Aldendorfer of the University of California at
Santa Barbara will present the lecture "Silk Road and
Diamond Path: Archaeology of Buddhism in Tibet."
April 22 - 8:00 PM - Boyer Auditorium, Albert C.
Jacobs Life Sciences Center

^Miscellaneous
n - fosting CjVmnastum

"Current Trends in Supercomputing," by Peter Yoon,
assistant professor of computer science.
April 17 - 12:10- 1:05 PM - Wean Terrace Room B,
Mather

W^?'J55KWWP?^3?!!^Wf?|^^!^;!SSS*«r rt ' "!

Italian Genes and Language
"Italians and Italian, Genes and Language in the
Making of a People" will be presented by Luigi Luca
Cavalli-Sforza of Stanford University.
April 23 -4:15 PM- McCook Auditorium

The 9th Annual. Trinity pre-Flghting 1-Jome Robot Contest.
T R t C on April 2 0 , $5 adults / FR.E.L for students of any
ageApriL2l.
April 2 0 - 12 | \ U n - IO:OO Pfvi - Costing cTymnasium,
April 21 - BOO A M - AGO PM - lasting gymnasium.

The Beginnings of a Private Press Printer
Part of the series "From Pictograph to Private Press",
author Henry Morris will discuss "Bird and Bull
Incunabula: The Beginnings of a Private Press
Printer."

The flrat annual All-College 6tudant .Symposium Will feature thesis and poster presentations, music and drama from
students across the disciplines. Take the time to come out on
April 2<dth and 2 5 t h tc support your friends, classmates, and
fellow students! Refer to the Symposium booklet for more
information.

April 23 - 7:30 PM.- McCook Auditorium

Wednesday April 17
"Sharpharp Jr. & the Blades" perform
blues, funk and R&B.
9:30 PM-11:30 PM
Thursday April 18
"Frank Varela Quartet" performs modern
jazz and original compositions.
9:30 PM- 12:30 AM

Aumnwr Library Closing Information

community o ervice

The Trinity College Library and the \Vatkinson Library WiLL
be closed to the public over the summer of 2002. in order to
facilitate construction of the new Library and information
Technology Center. Contact the library for more information.

The Adolescent Mentoring Program (AMP)
Project: A Saturday morning academic and mentoring program run by Trinity students and the
Boys and Girls Club on Broad Street. Contact
Descatur (Dez) Potier, x2940, for more info.

International. Atud«rrt &uddy Program
Interested students Will be assigned to an incoming prstYear or Exchange international student to help him/her adjust
to life at Trinity and the United 6tates. One onLy need be

K.I.C.S. (Kids in Community Service) : Contact
Alice Barnes for more information.

available for questions and possibLy meet With the student
now and then for Lunch. Your help is most Valuable during the
first few Weeks of the semester.

Habitat for Humanity : Contact Davis Albohm or
Sara Pflanzer.

12 NOON - A.OMAN CATWOUC MASS -

f"S

5:00 P M - CAfuu_x>N LESSON®
6:00 P M - C H A N « G R . ( N < 3 I N « L E S S O N S

Contact \Csy Denier, x4l7S. if you are interested in helping
out for next fall and spring.

4:00 P M - SeAVfCE OP CONFfliMWON &
G>IS«OP OAMGS CURAV,
( p ( _ E A S E NOTG S P E C I A L TIME)
5:30 P M - ft-OMAN C A T f l o U C M A S S

6-M P M - 2JEN
CHAPEL.

nappening

T-tlPaOAy-APftit-23
8:30PM - &ANJQXJer - MAIN CWAPEt-

CLASSIFIEDS
Gjood 'Humor Ice Cream
Wanted;. Drivers Male and Female
Sell Good Humor Ice Cream from our Vendor's Trucks
$950-$1250/week
Apply NOW'
Bring a friend!
Call Mon-Fri, 9 AM-3 PM ONLY
1-800-899-1009

%roundtfie WorCcC

for Cheap
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $169 one way plus tax.
Other worldwide destinations cheap.
Book tickets online at
www.airtech.com or (212) 219- 7000

T£ACy NG POSITIONS AVAILABLE
for certified and uncertified teachers.
We serve hundreds of public, private, and parochial schools in CT
and NY. Over 10,000 placed since 1965,
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE UNLESS WE
ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU, and many
of our private schools pay thefee.Call ustodiscuss
your background and the types of positions for
which you an; qualified.
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS' AGENCY, Fairfield, CT
(203) 333-0611 www, fairfieldjeachersapcv.com
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This week the Intramural Insider traveled outside the glorious gates of
Trinity in search of the world's greatest intramural specimens. After a
grueling search, this Impressive crew was assembled. A special group
that will capture you hearts, turn your stomachs, and always leave you
wanting more.
Bart Simpson: Those of you who
think Bart's just another fourth
grader better recognize the shirt
or your women will disappear
faster than a freshman's high
school boyfriend.

The Seventh Village Person; This
masked marauder strikes at night
rampaging strip club and bar alike in
his search for the eternal buzz.

SHAPE CARLY

AJf: Many have tried, but only a
lucky few have been able to mount
the man from Melmac.
SHANeCARLY

SHANE CARtY

SiPE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA
14* Medium $8,50
16" Large $10,50
Additional Toppings: $.?5onme&
$1.00 on largo
faaoan
ftajmburgef
oworo

anchovies

(ICONS

tMrtf
psppei
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatws

SHEET

GRINDERS
,$8.50

.was

. S8J5O

CHICKtN PARM1GIANA

.$*,§&

CHICKENmntt ....

.$4.00

(

VBkl WUWIKIIAN*
VEAICUYUT

FISH

$

,„.....

SAUSiVGt

Mm

,' saso
. Sfl.SO
. SB.SQ

, 18.50
..WOO
. $8.50
. 5900

236-2616
OPEN 7 M S A WEEK * 11:00 A tTO200 Aft
.**FRE1 DEUViRY**.
With $7,00 Minimum i

. m.oo
. ss.oo
. ss.eo
st.cso

.54.25

. S8JS0

, S4.25

. $ft.S0

BdUr.
VEGGIE/CHEESt

Zfa /fell tPina lor the Best Wm j »,
] C O M B O SPEOWI* | &»Y a Lor*5t» Cbe»»» |

latgo CJioes®
10 Wings (fingers}

.u.m

$8,85

ll^L>

I

JiP'f " ^

1
|
large
* Chees© Pizza

III I * V

'IHMP.^

JWBHIU

"M^T"

FHEE

^ B ,

1

I 2HTEBSOM i
I With &iy Large ^
1 Cheese Pizza I

%t me* «m mm mm m w tat

r!8"GJantGrfnd«|

i n.ooorr
•
*
!

Medium
Choaso Rajia
2GAN&OPSO0A

'

l^ffflT

^T^Wff

^ ^ ^ ^ n H W ^IBIIP

VH^BH

jflBHT

4^^^RV

HOWSS SPECIAi
,: meatt>aii,

. 1MEO S11-50 . LARGE
. onions,

SHRIMP PESTO

MEO S11 85 , UWOE $14.9S

basted in Pm\s asueo,
WHITE PIE

MEO $a.9S .. LARGE

oteflano and oi»e on.
MED S8.9S •. LARGE SI0JSS
WHITE ClAM .
Baby c«ams, remares c«ie«se, garfe,
RANCH CHICKEN . . MED $11.25 - MflCSE S13.9S
Fraah WezzaraBa, f»esh er**«r>, garlic,
*awa!o©s, binssetf in rstteft flfflssfng,
HAWAIIAN

MED 511,as .

813,95

* W<i» On* tb|ipteg •
* And<tatASacond *
| Laigo Cfeeea* For j
|||||JII*

CHICKEN S M A D
$6.25
: CWsken tircwt,cheese,
I
d
' CHEF SALAD . , . ,
Ham, turkey, cheese, feisucs. tematoas, c
,
grso« papoere and osivas,
ANT1PASTO
$5.99
Sitlart, ftopperwii, «li«sft. tnushmoms, eggptaM,
cwtwcbars, dwes, grc«m pgppum md tovtven.
fUftfASAtAO
$5.99
Tuna, teStas, ctunuw, tomatoes, szlmns and cueuffltow
GREEKSAUD
W N e , {situeo, tomatoBia,
TOSSI&SAWH
5tai?an, Creamy fialian,
Thoysjafwi I m . and Uta Jiatiao,
1
ixtfn»M»M»g

$.w

CHICKEN P i S T O ....MEO * n . 4 s . LAWSE $ia.9,s
Fj»fth M&asMmlla, irtw ctileHw and sliced Somsaoes,
basted ifs posio sauce.

498B IMtMINGIONAiMENIIE

.$4.25
.84.SS

ILGfiHAOT CARMIGJAHA

ROAST BHLF
IUNA

cum

!

Additions' toppings SS.OO each
•••4-HOjUKS
S

.54,25
. S4.2S
.$4.35
.54.2S
$
MSB

S5.2S
W.2S
S5.25
$3,25
$1.»

CITY

$15.00

HAM , . .
t«RKR

WINGS (Mild. Hofl
{10}
'.
MOZlAMltASttCKS
-- (8)
CHICKtN rtNGERS
(10)
CAXtiC iRCAD WIIH CKIS5I, (t«*) . . . ,
FRIES
..,,.

I

SPACMETTt OR XITI WITH SAUCE
SB8S
SPAGHETTI O ^ « t l W1TJ* MEATBAtiS
.
$7 SS
SPAGHETtl OR ZiTl WlfM S A U S A « . . .
S7SS
EGGPLANT 1>ARM1G1ANA WITH PASTA , . . . $7.05
CHICKEN FARIMKUANA WITH PASTA . , , . $8fiS
VEAt fAJUW«3!a'*f'!lWITH PASTA
$7,95
BAKED mi
,,
MEATKAVfOlf
,
CHtESE RAVIOLI
,.,.,.
fnolurfcs salad an<i r ^

i CAS

W B B ^ W H V HW^^ ^ M ^ ^ » 't^^^r

DESSERT
^^^^m ^ M ^

Coupon Gm't 8a ComblriBd W!th Any Otfwr Offtff.
MuM Mention C o t t o n s Wh»»s Oncterirtg.
Ons Coupon per order;

$8.00
BIVIMGIS CC«" om&t

SfRlTE, OTA!
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Baseball Faces aKey Jonah Bayliss Attracting
Series Against Jumbos Major League Attention
continued from page 20
difficult and most important week of the
season to date. The Bantams took on
Springfield yesterday earning a 7-2 victory,
improving their victory to 18-5.
Trinity was led by the pitching efforts
of Greg Spanos. Spanos pitched a complete game striking out eight. The only
blemish on Spanos's line came on a
Springfield two-run homerun in the eighth,
which was nearly robbed by centerfielder

on Friday and a doubleheader Saturday.
This series is important not only because
Trinity will look to lock up a spot in the
NESCAC tournament, but also because the
team will be looking to redeem itself after
being man-handled by the Jumbos last
year. Last season Tufts swept the threegame series with wins of 22-0,5-0, and 192. After being outscored 46-2, Trinity will
have a point to prove. The Bantams will
also look to secure themselves as the host

With the homerun Piantek rewrote the Trinity
record books....
Tom Osuch.
Kurt Piantek led the Bantam offense,
with a record setting attack. The junior
third baseman blasted his ninth homerun of
the year over the centerfield fence. With
the homerun Piantek rewrote the Trinity
record books, smashing the previous record
for homeruns in a single season, which was
eight.
The game was also marked by the long
performance of Spanos. Despite pitching
effectively throughout, it was surprising
Decker opted to leave the senior
righthander in as he threw over 150 pitches
in the game. Decker showed little confidence in his bullpen, which had numerous
fresh arms, and put Spanos, who has a history of arm trouble, at risk of injury.
If Trinity's starters continue throw so
many pitches in their outings, one has to
wonder if their arms will have anything left
come playoff time. Tonight the team traveled down to play Eastern Connecticut
under the lights at 6:00 PM. Trinity will
next face off against Tufts this weekend.
The Jumbos will host Trinity for one game

of the 2002 NESCAC tournament. With a
series victory Trinity will ensure itself of
the top seed in NESCAC East, meaning the
Bantams would host the league tournament. If Trinity loses the series it will have
to hope for help from other teams, if it is
going to qualify for the tournament.
The team still remains focused on qualifying for the NCAA tournament, for the
fourth time in five years. If Trinity is to do
that it will likely have to qualify for and
win the NESCAC tournament.
It will be interesting to see what coach
Decker will do as the Bantams enter the
more difficult portion of their schedule. To
this point in the season Trinity has rotated
its lineup quite significantly with shifts
behind the plate, in the outfield, and on the
right side of the infield. These shifts have
been especially noticeable throughout the
three-game league series. It is unclear
whether Decker will choose to go with a
more experienced lineup, which has competed at this level of competition before, or
a younger group, which he has had some
success with so far this year.

A.G. Edwards and Sons. Inc.
A.G. Edwards and Sons, Inc. of Farmington, CT is looking for

Financial Consultant Trainees
If you are a competitive self-starter who has an entrepreneurial
passion to succeed, possess strong communication skills, enjoy
meeting new people and have a desire to build your own
business and be your own boss, then this may be the career
opportunity you're looking for

INFO SESSION
WEDNESDAY
April 17, 2002

INTERVIEWS
MONDAY
April 22,2002

7:00 PM
In the
Career Services
Office

In the
Career Services
Office

RESUME DEADLINE is
Friday • April 19, at NOON!
For a complete job description and to apply on line, visit
Trinity Recruiting at
. .
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
Do a find for the A.G. Edwards, then post your resume and cover
letter online!

continued from page 20
Williams, but this was not the case. Jonah
did not even apply to his hometown college. Instead, he opted to attend Trinity, as
Jonah was unable to pass on the opportunity to reunite and play baseball with his
older brother Jarrett.
As a freshman at Trinity, Bayliss
immediately jumped into a starting role on
the mound. "Freshman year was fun, I had
no real responsibility. 1 just went out there
and threw," said Bayliss. No longer playing the field he focused solely on pitching.
Jonah enjoyed success as a weekday
starter, but still did not put much work in
off the field.
After freshman year Jonah played for
the Manchester Silkworms of the NECBL,
a wooden bat league sponsored by MLB,
which recruits players from all around the
country. Working as a reliever Jonah had a
successful summer and improved his armstrength to the point where his fastball was
clocked at 90 mph. It was during this summer that Jonah started to become more dedicated to baseball. "1 started to realize that
I could do alright, even when I played
against kids from all over the country,"
Jonah commented.
Coming back to Trinity in the fall,
Jonah had a new sense of confidence. He
decided to dedicate himself to a rigorous
off-season workout program. In search of

work. His efforts were good enough to
earn him a spot in the 2001 NECBL AllStar game. At that game Jonah pitched two
innings in front of scouts from all 30 Major
League teams. His performance in this
game was an eye opener for many scouts
who had not seen him play before. Jonah's
fastball was clocked between 92-95 mph
during the performance, with the' majority
registering in the 94-95 mph range. This
performance earned Jonah invitations to
five private MLB workouts. ; •
Having attracted the attention of scouts
with his arm-strength, many scouts advised
Jonah to focus on his command and the
development of his other pitches. This fall
Jonah did just that, worrying more about
location than velocity. "I Used to just wing
it, now I try to pitch when I'm out there,"
said Bayliss.
Entering this season there has been an
almost circus like atmosphere around
Jonah's starts. At his first start, 25 of the 30
major league teams were represented when
he struck out 11 in a four-hit shutout of
Babson. During that game Jonah's fastball
was clocked at 97 mph.
Jonah's success has only continued, as
last week he threw a no-hitter against
Bates. Jonah is 4-1 on the year with an
ERA just over 3. He has struck out 52 in 35
innings, but the most impressive stat is that
he has only allowed 12 walks to go along

If all goes well, Jonah will have to decide if he wants
sign on with the Major League team that drafts him....

a workout partner he had to look no further
than his older brother Jarrett. Working out
with Jarrett, Jonah's dedication was now on
par with his talent level.
—_—Wherher~rre~knewH ornoi he-alwayspushed me," said Jonah commenting on his
older brother. Bayliss continued, "I owe a
lot of my accomplishments to my parents
and my family, I really don't know where
I'd be without them."
Entering, last year's baseball season
Jonah was reaping the benefits of his offseason workouts. His fastball was now
consistently around 92-93 mph and some
scouts were beginning to take notice,
though most were not coming to games to
see him. "There was some interest, but it
was mostly just scouts walking by or guys
who had come to see someone else play,"
stated Bayliss.
During his sophomore season, Jonah
compiled a record of 5-2 with a 3.72 ERA
and 58 strikeouts in 46 innings. Despite
holding opponents to a .179 batting average, control continued to be a problem for
Bayliss giving up 43 walks and uncorking
12 wild pitches in his 46 innings of work.
That summer Jonah once again played
for the Silkworms of the NECBL. Bayliss
continued to improve, he improved his
control somewhat and continued to reach
the low to mid 90's on the radar gun. He
had a successful summer compiling a 2.92
ERA and 50 strikeouts in 49.1 innings of

with his 52 strikeouts. Coming into this
weekend Jonah ranked second in the nation
in strikeouts per nine innings. He has
improved his slider and changeup and is
now working on a culler as well. "My oilspeed pitches have come a Jong way," said
Bayliss.
This improved command and the
development of his .off-speed pitches
should only serve improve his position in
the June MLB draft.
While it may seem strange for a division III player to be garnering so much
attention, it is far from unheard of.
NESCAC players have been drafted as
high as the fourth round in recent years,
though the majority, that have been selected, have gone much later.
Bayliss believes he would not be getting drafted if he had attended a big-time
program. "If I had gone to a big-time
school I probably would have blown my
arm out. Going to a NESCAC school
allowed me to work on what I needed to
work on,. I was able to get innings and
develop as a pitcher."
If all goes well, Jonah will have to
decide if he wants sign on with the Major
League team that drafts him, while his fellow classmates will be trying to decide on
careers or grad schools this summer. For
now, though, that is an afterthought as the
junior is focused on helping Trinity qualify
for the NCAA's,

Men's Lax Splits With
Williams and Amherst
continued from page 20
swered goals in the second and third quarters. After learning a hard lesson in the
Amherst game, Trinity did not want to let
the lead slip out of their hands. This was an
important game, as the team desperately
needed to get back on track and snap its
losing streak.
Another close game for the Bants, but
they squeaked by with, a 9-8 victory
improving to 2-7 overall.
Williams tried to rally in the fourth
quarter, but were unsuccessful against a
feisty Trinity defense lead by senior tri-

captain Matt Gjerulf.
Offensively, senior tri-captain attack
Sean Rohan had two goals along with
Pillay. Trinity's remaining goals were
scored by Skiff, Jake Dore '05, Dave
Huoppi '04, Alex Wescott '02, and Joe
Cortese '05.
Shaw made 17 saves in his second
game of the season. .
The team took on NESCAC opponent
Wesleyan this afternoon ,at 4;30 and will
travel up to Vermont to take on national
powerhouse Middlebury this coming
Saturday.
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Baseball Team Wins Bayliss Turns Trin into a Hot
Their Series at Colby Spot for Major League Scouts
ing only six hits in nine innings of
work.
SPORTS EDITOR
Kevin Tidmarsh '02 took the
hill for the Bantams in game two.
In a weekend highlighted by
Andy Freimuth '02 breaking Colby struck first putting up a
Trinity's all-time hits record the single run in the third. After a
scoreless fourth, Trinity put up
Bantams took two of three from
two runs in the fifth on a Greg
the White Mules of Colby. With
Spanos '02 two-run homerun.
the victories Trinity improves to
The Spanos homerun, his first of
17-5 on the year and more importantly 7-2 in NESCAC East com- • the season, gave the Bantams a 21 lead. Trinity then extended its
petition. The series victory only
lead in the seventh, once again
serves to further highlight this
thanks to the long ball. A Spanos
weekend's upcoming series
RBI single was followed up by
against Tufts.
Andy Freimuth's first homerun of
"It was a good series. We
the season. The two-run blast to
took two out of three. We would
right-center field gave Trinity a 5have liked to have taken all three,
1 lead going into the bottom of
but it's good to win the series and
the seventh.
keep momentum going into the
week," said Kevin Tidmarsh '04.
With Mark Tremblay '03
warming in the bullpen, Head
In their series against Colby
Coach Bill Decker stayed with
the Bantams took the opener,
Tidmarsh in the seventh. The
thanks in large part to the pitching
righthander then gave up three
performance of staff ace Jonah
straight singles as Colby cut the
Bayliss '03. Colby bounced back
lead to 5-2 and brought the tying
Saturday to take the front end of
run to the plate. Colby followed
the doubleheader. Colby trailed
up with another single cutting the
by four going into the home half
lead to 5-3. Decker still opted
of the seventh, but staged a draagainst going to the bullpen,
matic five-run rally capped by a
three-run walk off homerun. despite the four straight Colby
hits, and decided to leave a tiring
Trinity then bounced back trouncing Colby, by a score of 12-3, in Tidmarsh in to face the heart of
the Colby lineup. The Colby hitthe series finale.
ter then took an 0-1 pitch deep to
The opener had all the makleft field, ending the game, and
ings of a classic pitcher's dual, as
giving Colby a 6-5 victory.
Bayliss and Colby starter
Brandon Royce .kept Bfeftte88JE&.i,
with the loss.
scoreless through the first six
In the series finale, Trinity
fumes
In the .seventh Kurt
fell into an early 3-2 hole. Trinity
Piantek '03 got Trinity on the
then took control thanks to senior
board. The Bantams' cleanup hitoutfielders Alan Andreini and
ter launched a solo homerun, his
eighth of the season, staking the Tom Osuch. Andreini slapped a
two-run single and Osuch added a
Bantams to a 1-0 lead. With the
two-run double giving the
homerun Piantek tied the school
Bantams a 6-2 lead. Trinity conrecord for homeruns in a season.
tinued (o add onto its lead on their
Trinity put the game away in
way to a 12-3 win.
the eighth when they exploded for
Tremblay got the start for
another four runs and opened up a
The
freshman
5-0 lead. The rally was highlight- Trinity.
ed by a two-run double off the bat
righthander came up with big
of third baseman Jayme Dorr '03.
pitches when he needed to, workColby was able to touch up
ing out of a number of jams.
Bayliss for two runs in the ninth,
Jayme Dorr had a big game
but the rally proved for not as
defensively for the Bantams, and
Trinity took the game 5-2.
Justin Olewnik '02 came in to
Bayliss upped his record to 4-1 on
close the game out in the ninth.
the year, recording ten strikeouts,
Trinity now enters its most
while walking just one and allowsee BASEBALL on page 19
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Jonah Bayliss '03 has a 4-1 record

SHANCeARLY

spot for Major League scouts and
will likely be playing minor
league baseball this summer.
The
flame-throwing
It is not often that Trinity students are presented with the righthander has taken an unusual
route to becoming a pro prospect,
opportunity to play professional
athletics, but this summer three but nonetheless has still develformer Trinity baseball players oped into one of the region's top
,»lLJitely.-J)e. :doing_justJhat., prospects. ;.GfQWiflg up in
Wiliiamstown, Ma and coming
Former Bantams, and current
assistant baseball coaches, Jake from Lawrence Academy it
seemed unlikely that Jonah would
Miles '00 and Jarrett Bayliss '01
become a baseball star. By his
have already signed professional
contracts to play baseball this own admission coming out of
high school it did not seem possisummer. Miles has signed on
ble that he would be selected in
with the Sioux Falls Canaries of
the Northern League, a league the MLB draft. As a child, basewhich has played host to the likes ball was not even his top interest.
of J.D Drew, Darryl Strawberry, "I always dreamed of being in the
NHL," said Bayliss, and attendand Rey Ordonez, while Bayliss,
Trinity's all-time wins leader, has ing a hockey powerhouse such as
signed on with the Johnstown Lawrence Academy an NHL
Johnnies of the Frontier League. " dream seemed much more likely
than a career in baseball.
Meanwhile, Jarrett's younger
Bayliss' attended Lawrence
brother Jonah Bayliss '03 has
made Trinity baseball games a hot Academy for his junior and senior
years of high school.
At

SHANE EARLY

SPORTS EDITOR

Lawrence Academy Jonah's
interest in baseball began to peak
as his playing time on the ice
began to wane. Jonah began to
take a leadership role on the baseball field. Ever since he was
young, Jonah was always able to
throw the ball harder than the
other kids on his team, and things
were no different at Lawrence
Academy, as Bayliss jumped
right in at the head of the team's
rotation.
As well as pitching, Jonah
also played second base and right
field. During his junior year
Bayliss earned All-ISL honors.
While playing that summer
Jonah's fastball was clocked at 86
mph, but due to his control programs he did not receive any
attention from big-time baseball
programs.
Coming back for his senior
year Bayliss continued to lead
Lawrence Academy on the baseball diamond. In his final season
Jonah hit .517, while going 5-1 on
the mound. For his efforts he was
named All-ISL for the second
year in a row and was also the
runner-up for league MVP honors.
A Wiliiamstown native, it
would seem natural that Bayliss
would have wanted to attend
see BAYLISS on page 19

Baseball is 18-5
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Men's Lax Beats Williams,
Improves Its Record to 2-7
Team Nips Williams by a Goal, but Falls to Amherst by One
ALICE ROBINSON
SPORTS WRITER
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Jayme Dorr '03 was 2 for 3 vs. Springfield
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The Men's Lacrosse team has
been battling all season to try and
capture a winning record, but it
has continued to slip through their
fingers.
After a disappointing loss
against NESCAC rival Amherst
College, 11-10, Trinity falls to 17 overall and 1-3 in the
NESCAC.
Amherst was able to end their
losing streak with this victory,
while handing Trinity their fourth
loss in a row.
Amherst took an early lead,
but Trinity was not going to let
them pull the game away early
into the second
quarter.
Freshman midfielder John Thach,
who has stepped up all season

offensively, shot right through the
legs of the Amherst goalie to pull
the game within one. Amherst
came back with two straight
goals, but the Bants kept fighting
and maintained possession into
the end of the half, firing three
shots, evening the score at 5-5 by
the half time.
Sophomore attack James
Skiff netted his second goal of the
game to tie it up.
The battle continued into the
second half, and Trinity took the
lead with sophomore attack
Sandy Leighton and junior attack
Ravi Pillay scoring for the
Bantams.
Skiff got one more goal into
the Amherst cage and gave
Trinity the lead, 9-7, with one
quarter left.
The fourth quarter was prom-

ising for Trinity, increasing their
lead 10-7, after Thach burned the
defense, but Amherst came out
stronger in the end and racked up
four unanswered goals to finish
the game.
Trinity sophomore goalie
Geoff Shaw was strong in goal,
making his season debut with
nine saves.
Despite taking away the lead,
Trinity was unable to finish and
Amherst took the game away. The
Bants were fired up for their next
game against NESCAC rival
Williams and the outcome was
much more promising.
Falling behind early in the
first quarter, the Bants managed
to outplay the Ephs and take them
for all they were worth.
Trinity scored eight unansee LACROSSE on page 19

